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Acer buergerianum   Trident Maple - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - China, Korea
A slow growing, small to medium deciduous tree native to China.   Leaves are generally described as having three lobes and a rich, dark green coloration.   That 
said, several have noted tremendous variation in leaf morphology.   Bark is a blend of gray, orange and brown and exfoliates in plates and scales with age.   In 
autumn, the foliage takes on magnificent yellow, scarlet and orange tones that can rival some of the best colors around.   An excellent small specimen tree for 
use near a patio, lawn or as a street tree.   Also a fine choice for bonsai. - 25-30’ Tall
  ‘Goshiki Kaede’ - A compact, densely branched trident maple sporting handsome vibrant green foliage that is irregularly swirled and splashed with 
pink and cream sectoring. The foliage is slightly smaller than the species yet displays comparable autumn brilliance. - 15’ Tall - 
Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Wako Nishiki’ - Wako indeed!  This fascinating trident maple rates way up there on the weird meter.  As you’ll see, the dainty, three-lobed leaves 
emerge in spring ghostly-white….so white you’ll wonder how it manages to survive.  Fortunately, green slowly materializes through the season and each leaf 
transforms to lime-green by mid-summer.  Fall pushes the green away again making way for respectable reds and oranges!  Plants are moderate growers 
gaining 6” yearly.  Some shade, especially in spring, is best. - 12-15’ Tall - #7 $249.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Acer campestre   Hedge Maple - Zone 4 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Europe, Western Asia, Northern Africa
A moderate-sized, rounded maple species maturing some 25-30’ in height.   The five lobed leaves are dark green throughout the growing season and transition 
to yellow in late autumn.   Plants are tough as nails performing admirably in difficult urban settings where compaction, high salt levels and pollution are 
common.   Additionally, they are tolerant of severe pruning and can be shaped into hedges or screens. - 25-30’ Tall
  ‘Carnival’ - A staggeringly beautiful, semi-dwarf selection of hedge maple that flaunts green leaves boldly edged with broad white and pale pink margins.  
This is truly a show-stopping plant sure to draw attention in a prominent garden space.  Plants are much slower growing than the species and benefit from 
part shade and even moisture. - 10’ Tall - #2 $49.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

  ‘Nanum’ - A long cultivated compact clone of hedge maple with a densely branched rounded framework of tidy lobed foliage.  The rich green 
leaves take on clear yellow tones in fall and the plants are as durable as the straight species when it comes to tolerance of varied soil conditions and urban 
circumstances.  We like to use plants for their low maintenance textural value and find them to be especially useful in tight garden spaces. - 5-6’ Tall and Wide - 
Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Pulverulentum’ - A fine form with foliage overlaid with a healthy dose of yellowish-white blotching and speckling.  Plants are easy to grow and perform 
well in all but the soggiest of conditions.  Could be used to make the coolest variegated hedge! - 15-20’ Tall - #2 $49.99 (July)  

Acer davidii   David Maple - Zone 6 - Part Shade - Western China
A first class “snake bark” maple that was named in honor of the French missionary, Armand David, who observed the species while botanizing in western 
China. Plants develop an open framework of dazzling olive-green and white striped branches cloaked with handsome, lustrous dark green leaves. Best 
performance occurs in the shade garden in humus rich, well-drained soils. - 20-30’ Tall
  ‘Serpentine’ - A graceful, small specimen tree reaching 15-20’ tall when mature.   The noteworthy green and white striated bark becomes steely purple 
during the winter months.   Rich green, glossy foliage adds appeal throughout the growing season. - 15-20’ Tall - #2 $49.99 (July)  
  ssp. grosseri ‘Dawes Emerald Tiger’  - A tremendous selection from Ohio’s Dawes Arboretum that showcases the best qualities of this 
underutilized Chinese species.   The low branched 25’ trees showcase impeccable green and white striped stems that align themselves in an ascending fashion 
to comprise a dense, cone-shaped canopy.   Stems support delicately lobed, emerald green leaves that remain attractive through the gardening season before 
shifting to pure yellow tones in autumn.   The winter silhouette is thrilling to behold as the stems shimmer with the low light of the season.   An excellent 
addition to the woodland garden where plants perform best in dappled shade and evenly moist, well-drained soils. - 25’ Tall - #2 $49.99 • #3 $79.99 (July)  

Acer griseum   Paperbark Maple - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Central China
An uncommon and truly spectacular maple that will mature into a wonderful small specimen tree.   The unique, three-parted, dark green leaves are free of 
insect and disease problems and develop impressive red to orange fall color.   In winter, the brilliant, exfoliating, reddish-brown bark stands alone in the 
landscape.   Grows best in rich, well-drained sites in full sun or part shade. - 25-30’ Tall - 
#2 $49.99 • #3 $69.99 (July) • #5 $129.99 • #7 $199.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Acer japonicum   Full Moon Maple - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Japan, Korea, Manchuria
A handsome, broad-spreading maple species closely related to its cousin, Acer palmatum.  The lobed leaves are soft green and change to vivid shades of yellow, 
orange and red in autumn. - 20-30’ Tall
  ‘Aconitifolium’ - A striking, small-stature maple with large, finely textured, bright green leaves.   In fall, the deeply lobed leaves transform to shades of 
crimson, orange, and yellow over a several week period.   Surely one of the best small trees for fall color display.   Additionally, spring’s clusters of yellow and 
red flowers provide intrigue when present for added seasonal value! - 15-20’ Tall - #6 $179.99 • #7 $249.99  

Acer longipes   Longipes Chinese Maple - Zone 5 - Full Sun - Central China
An uncommon yet alluring maple hailing from China’s Sichuan Province.   The durable plants offer moderate to strong vigor and excellent heat tolerance as 
well as adaptability to urban stress.   The large, sleek leaves are tidy and deep green in color during spring and summer.   In autumn, fall color grades to soft 
yellow shades. - 20-30’ Tall
  ssp. amplum ‘Gold Coin’ - A vibrant maple offering up high glamour leaves that emerge with soft burgundy tones before quickly moving to rich 
golden-orange colors.   The palm-shaped leaves are about 4” in diameter and hold their color deep into summer.   Plants develop a shrubby canopy and are 
certainly among the best of the gold foliage maples available. - 12-15’ Tall - #7 $199.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Acer macrophyllum   Bigleaf Maple - Zone 6 - Full Sun - Western North America
A North American native maple found in habitats from Alaska to southern California.   As the name implies, plants have huge dark green leaves often exceeding 
12” in breadth.   Leaves are supported on strong, glaborous stems and branching that can rise to 50’ or more when mature.   Plants are at their best in stress 
free environments that see limited heat and drought stress.   Though the straight species is rarely cultivated on the east coast we find that the cultivars have 
special merit for texture and color. - 40-50’ Tall
  ‘Golden Riddle’ - This bigleaf maple represents a fine addition to the diversity of cultivars available.  The bold plants sport massive leaves in vibrant 
gold to lime green tones through the growing season. Excellent for both texture and color splash. - 30-40’ Tall - 
#7 $179.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Acer negundo   Boxelder - Zone 2 - Full Sun - Central and Eastern North America
A vigorous and rock hardy maple species that is tolerant of most full sun growing conditions. Habit is highly variable and often quite unkempt. Specimens can 
be allowed to reach their ultimate size or can be cut back annually to maintain a smaller stature. Most agree that the straight species is unlikely to win a beauty 
contest. Thankfully, a few highly ornamental cultivars are available. - 30-40’ Tall
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  ‘Flamingo’ - An exquisite selection offering brilliant pink and white-edged foliage.   Makes an excellent display when cut back in late winter and 
maintained as a shrub. - 30-40’ Tall - #3 $59.99 • #7 $149.99 (July)  
  ‘Kelly’s Gold’ - Displays spectacular golden leaves that remain brilliant late into the summer months.   Waxy, silver-blue twigs provide added interest in 
winter.   Truly one of the best gold foliage plants on the market. - 30-40’ Tall - #3 $59.99 • #7 $149.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Acer palmatum   Japanese Maple - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - China, Japan, Korea
An extremely variable maple species that has been cultivated for thousands of years.   Hundreds of selections have been made throughout the world that 
showcase different ornamental features.   All perform best in well-drained garden soil in either full sun or partial shade. - 30’ Tall
  ‘Anne Irene’ - A picturesque, classic Japanese maple with slightly ruffled, sunshine yellow leaves that are fringed scarlet in the spring before turning to 
burnished orange-yellow in fall. Ideal for brightening shady garden corners. - 8-12’ Tall (Guess) - #2 $59.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Baby Lace’ - A curious dwarf cultivar from Green Mansions Nursery offering delicate, finely dissected, reddish-orange foliage along a small arching 
framework. Charming and slow growing plants develop into a 3’ x 3’ arching form in time. Somewhat difficult to establish but worth the extra effort. - 3’ Tall 
and Wide - #2 $59.99 • #3 $99.99 (July) • #7 $199.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Beni Hime’ - An adorable diminutive maple that always impresses with its formal, near rounded framework comprised of tightly spaced branching and 
cute 1” starfish shaped leaves.  The emerging spring growth is flushed with reddish tones and adds green as summer heat sets in.  Among the slowest of the 
maples available. - 4-5’ Tall and Wide - #3 $99.99 • #5 $149.99 (July)  
  ‘Bloodgood’ - An upright growing selection that is widely regarded as one of the best and most cold hardy purple-leaf cultivars.   The foliage color holds 
well through the season and turns brilliant red in autumn. - 25’ Tall - #2 $49.99 • #3 $79.99 (July) • #5 $129.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Butterfly’ - A long cultivated and long valued variegated maple sporting creamy white margined leaves that emerge touched with pink in spring.  The 
upright plants have a shrubby, vase shaped branch structure and command attention up close and from afar through the year. - 12-15’ Tall - #2 $59.99 (July)  
  ‘Cosmos’ - An instant impact cultivar that refuses to be ignored.  The highly colored foliage promotes bold streaks, splashes and speckling of pink and 
white tones against a medium green underlay.  The pattern is unique and stands out in the endless world of Japanese maple selections.  Not to be forgotten, 
vibrant twigs that combine scarlet, orange and pink tones add a winter dimension to the game.  This was one of the most impressive and talked about maples at 
a recent Maple Society Symposium. - 12-15’ Tall - #2 $59.99 (July) • #3 $99.99 • #5 $149.99 (July) • #7 $249.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Cotton Candy’ - Swirls of pink, white, and green melt together in a fun blend that will hold color well into summer if in a shaded location. Pinkish-red 
winter bark completes the sweet package. - 6-10’ Tall - #2 $59.99 • #3 $99.99 • #5 $149.99 (July)  
  ‘Crimson Queen’ - A red, dissected-leaf selection that develops into an 8-10’ arching plant in time.   Excellent consistent red fall color. - 8’ Tall, 12’ Wide 
- #2 $59.99 • #3 $99.99 (July)  

  ‘Dr. Seuss’ - A cultivar that compliments its namesake well with yellow-green variegation sprawled across somewhat dissected leaves that range 
from flat to contorted and back again. Totally whimsical and just as much fun as it sounds. - 6-10’ Tall - #2 $59.99 • #3 $99.99 (July)  
  ‘Emerald Lace’ - A fine laceleaf Japanese maple sure to add an airy texture to the garden with its lacy, finely dissected apple-green foliage. Plants develop 
a mounded form over time and are more vigorous than they might appear adding as much as 18” of new growth annually. - 4’ Tall, 8’ Wide - 
#2 $59.99 (July) • #7 $199.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Englishtown’ - A highly regarded dwarf maple offering prime burgundy red foliage color on a valuable shrubby frame.  In Connecticut, foliage remains 
richly saturated through the growing season before taking on scarlet tones in autumn.  Discovered in Englishtown, NJ, as a chance witches’ broom. - 6’ Tall - 
#2 $59.99 • #3 $99.99 (July)  
  ‘Geisha Gone Wild’ - A superb new maple cultivar boasting wild and crazy foliage that blends a purple-green leaf base with a prominent flamingo pink 
and white margin.   Certainly unique and one of those plants we raved about for weeks after our initial introduction.   Plants are slow growing developing into 
moderate-sized shrubs over time. - 8-12’ Tall - #2 $59.99 • #3 $99.99 • #5 $149.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Golden Falls’ - Cascades of yellow-gold foliage heavily weep to the point that this unique maple can be used as a groundcover or to spill over a terrace 
or down a wall. In the autumn, the leaves turn into a waterfall of fire with vibrant oranges and reds. Plants can also be staked upright to the desired height and 
allowed to weep from that point. - Irregular - #6 $199.99 • #7 $249.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Hubb’s Red Willow’ - A small, oval-shaped clone boasting spectacular, deep purple, palm-shaped leaves.  Each leaf has elongated, narrow lobes that 
add a distinct, ribbon-like texture to the garden.  Superb orange-red fall color adds additional interest in autumn. - 12-15’ Tall - 
#3 $99.99 • #5 $149.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Ikandi’ - A moderately-sized Japanese maple with an ascending branch framework and intense pink-flushed spring growth.   As the days grow longer the 
pink infusion evolves through stages.  Initially the foliage exhibits strong pink margins against a pale green backdrop before settling in for summer with a green 
leaf interior, edged with bright white.  This maple can be expected to average nearly a foot of growth annually. - 12-15’ Tall - #2 $59.99 (July)  
  ‘Jubilee’ - An outstanding and highly colored recent introduction offering up a complex blend of cream, pink and pale green tones combined in a net-like 
fashion on the lobed leaves.  Fall brings on a shift to scarlet and red tones that add fresh appeal.  Plants benefit from afternoon shade for best presentation and 
optimum growth. - 8-12’ Tall - #5 $149.99 • #7 $249.99 (July)  
  ‘Koto no Ito’ - An upright twiggy maple forming a small tree or shrub in time.   Branches are cloaked with delicate, finely-lobed, rich green leaves that 
add a valuable element of textural contrast to the garden.   In autumn, rich orange fall colors add zest and brightness to the landscape. - 12-15’ Tall - 
#2 $59.99 • #3 $99.99 (July) • #5 $149.99 • #7 $249.99 (July)  
  ‘Kurenai Jishi’ - A distinctive and exciting dwarf Japanese maple that develops into a sculpted framework of tight branches that show off curiously lobed 
greenery.   In spring, the leaves emerge with a strong orange glow that transitions through chocolate purple tones before becoming infused with hints of green 
by late summer.   This one stands out in the crowd and is sure to become an excellent addition to the palette of maples available. - 6-8’ Tall - 
#7 $249.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Lileeanne’s Jewel’ - Plants showcase pink and cream variegated streaks over brilliant red on slightly curly, dissected leaves. Though the red typically 
fades to green-red during the summer, cooler fall weather pulls back the scarlet, this time streaked with hot pink. Appears to be scorch resistant and a 
fantastically colorful option for new maple lovers and connoisseurs alike! - 8-12’ Tall and Wide - 
#2 $59.99 • #3 $99.99 • #5 $149.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Manyo No Sato’ - Yet another funky Japanese maple to add to the collection.   This fine moderate to slow growing selection offers dazzling green and 
purple variegated leaves.   Certainly quite showy and should prove to be the perfect mate for some of you wild and crazy gardeners. - 10-12’ Tall - 
#2 $59.99 • #3 $99.99 • #5 $149.99 (July)  
  ‘Mikawa Yatsubusa’ - An aesthetic treasure developing a unique, multi-branched, 6-8’ sculpted form in time.   The light green foliage is tightly packed 
along the stems in a neatly arranged, shingle-like pattern.   Attractive, yellow-orange fall color and red samaras provide added appeal.   A great plant for the 
rock garden. - 6-8’ Tall - #2 $59.99 (July) • #5 $149.99 • #7 $249.99 (July)  
  ‘Mikazuki’ - A shrubby Japanese maple that we recently became smitten with for both foliage and form.   The prominently veined, palm-shaped leaves 
sport colorful shades of pink, white and lavender in an intricate pattern that retains its prominence well through much of summer.   Leaves are supported on 
an equally distinctive upright branch structure. - 12-15’ Tall - #2 $59.99 (July) • #3 $99.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Orange Dream’ - A knockout recent selection that is certain to become quite popular.   The shrubby, upright-oval plants showcase bright golden-orange 
spring growth that holds well throughout the growing season.   Plants are average growers forming dense 7-8’ specimens in 10 years and reaching 15-20’ tall 
when mature. - 15-20’ Tall - #2 $59.99 (July)  
  ‘Orangeola’ - An attractive and versatile weeping cultivar sporting lacy, burgundy-red foliage throughout the growing season.   In autumn the leaves take 
on burnt-orange and fiery-red hues.   Plants are among the most vigorous of the weeping Japanese maples and will mature 6’ tall x 10’ wide over a 20 year 
period. - 6’ Tall, 10’ Wide - #2 $59.99 • #3 $99.99 • #5 $149.99 (July)  
  ‘Peaches and Cream’ - A spring treat you won’t soon forget as the palm-shaped leaves emerge with a magical pastel pink and rose overlay. As the 
season progresses the foliage ages to pale green. Plants assume an upright, arching form and are sure to stop you in your tracks several times each year. - 10-
12’ Tall - #3 $99.99 • #5 $149.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
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  ‘Peve Multicolor’ - We stumbled across ‘Peve Multicolor’ more than a decade ago while in pursuit of the very best and most distinct in the world of 
Japanese maples. This fine semi-dwarf instantly caught our eye with its broad palm-shaped leaves that are heavily dusted with pink and white. Certainly 
distinct from its neighbors and one that we’re delighted to finally have available. - 12-15’ Tall - Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Peve Starfish’ - A distinct and fun Japanese maple that sports rich burgundy leaves with pronounced rolled lobes.   Plants are moderate growers and can 
be expected to reach 8’ in height over a 20 year period.   A fine new selection from Vergeldt Nursery in Holland that truly stands out in the crowd. - 8-12’ Tall - 
#2 $59.99 • #3 $99.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Ryusen’ - In the world of Japanese maples there are those that weep and then there are those that WEEP!  The exciting new green leaf selection ‘Ryusen’ 
falls into the latter category with branching that is as pendulous as any plant we know.  If left untrained, plants will form irregular, creeping groundcovers 
that are perfect for meandering through boulders or sprawling down a bank.  Staked plants form a distinctly vertical column with all secondary branching 
falling tightly against the central leader.  Certainly a fun plant to play with and one we’re excited to offer this year.  Discovered and introduced by Japan’s famed 
Kobayashi Nursery. - Irregular - Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Sango Kaku’ - The classic “coral bark maple” with green stems that turn brilliant coral-red in winter. The upright growers mature 15’ in height. Best 
reserved for zone 6 gardens. - 12-15’ Tall - #2 $59.99 • #3 $99.99 • #5 $149.99 (July)  
  ‘Seiryu’ - A strong growing, vase-shaped selection that is valued for its superior hardiness and relative ease of cultivation. The apple green leaves are 
heavily dissected, an especially rare quality for selections with this upright framework. In autumn, the leaves will transition to a blend of yellow, orange and red 
tones with the balance of each somewhat impacted by light exposure and region. - 15-20’ Tall - #2 $59.99 • #3 $99.99 (July) • #5 $149.99 • #7 $249.99 (July)  
  ‘Shaina’ - A recent selection that has begun to cause quite a stir.  Discovered as a witches’ broom on a plant of A. palmatum v. atropurpureum, this 
diminutive beauty has red-maroon foliage throughout the growing season.   Bright crimson-scarlet fall color dominates the autumn landscape.  Plants assume 
an irregular upright-oval outline and develop character with age.  Makes an excellent container subject or addition to the rock garden. - 6’ Tall - 
#2 $59.99 • #3 $99.99 (July) • #5 $149.99 • #7 $249.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Shishigashira’ - A choice, semi-dwarf selection with distinctive curled and twisted small green leaves that add a unique ruffled texture to the landscape.   
In fall, the leaves transition to a handsome burnt-orange display that remains attractive for an extended period. - 12-15’ Tall - 
#2 $59.99 • #3 $99.99 (July) • #5 $149.99 • #7 $249.99 (July)  

  ‘Summer Gold’ - A refreshing Japanese maple best known for its vibrant yellow foliar display that remains colorful throughout the spring and 
summer months.  In fall the color marches on with similarly toned autumn hues.  Though new to us we’re excited about the favorable reviews which indicate 
that the foliage stands up superbly during hot sunny conditions when other gold foliage clones either fade to green or crisp to oblivion. - 12-15’ Tall - 
#2 $59.99 (July) • #3 $99.99 • #5 $149.99 (July)  
  ‘Tamuke Yama’ - A highly desirable weeping Japanese maple boasting heavily dissected foliage in shades of rich burgundy and purple.   Plants are 
strong growers and show better tolerance to summer heat than many other similarly described selections.   In autumn the leaves transition to fiery tones of 
scarlet and red.   An excellent accent plant in the garden with exquisite quality throughout the year. - 6’ Tall, 12’ Wide - 
#2 $59.99 • #3 $99.99 (July) • #5 $149.99 • #6 $179.99 • #7 $249.99 (July)  
  ‘Ukigumo’ - Commonly known as “The Floating Cloud Maple”, this brilliant selection offers foliage mottled with a blend of pink and white. From a distance 
the leaves appear to blend together into a mounding, cloud-like form.   Specimens are vigorous, upright growers and provide a graceful display unlike most 
variegated plants. - 12-15’ Tall - #5 $149.99 • #7 $249.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Viridis’ - A weeping selection with lacy, bright green foliage during the summer months and excellent orange-red fall color.   Should find a happy home in 
most gardens. - 8’ Tall, 12’ Wide - #2 $59.99 • #3 $99.99 (July)  
  ‘Yama Nishiki’ - A tremendous new cultivar that stopped garden visitors from the North American Maple Society in their tracks during a recent 
nursery visit.  The upright plants sport bold white margined leaves with prominent serrations.  Equally exciting luminescent pink and orange tones provide a 
memorable autumn show.  Plants are surprisingly strong growing given the reduced chlorophyll levels present in the leaves.  Way up there on the must get list! 
- 12-15’ Tall - #7 $249.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Acer pensylvanicum   Striped Maple, Moosewood - Zone 3 - Part Shade - Eastern North America
A wonderful underutilized small tree or large shrub native to the eastern United States.   Young twigs are greenish brown with long white stripes.   Plants 
require some shade and are best grown in acidic, well-drained, organic rich soil. - 15-25’ Tall - Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Acer platanoides   Norway Maple - Zone 4 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Europe, Western Asia, Central Asia
A long cultivated and to some extent less than exciting species maple that has become overplanted and weedy in much of the country.   Plants are very durable 
in the garden showing much durability in urban situations and adaptability to varied soil and light conditions.   The straight species typically develops an 
irregular-rounded canopy, rising to 40-50’ in height and spread.   That said, there are many cultivars that offer different frameworks.     If you’re still reading 
you must be wondering why we’ve listed it.   Presently our inventory of Norway maple cultivars is limited to a couple of slow-growing and curious cultivars 
that have shown very cool garden qualities coupled with just about zero flower production or seed set.   Essentially these cultivars go against the grain of the 
species and most cultivars, showing rarity, intrigue and an overall lack of weediness.   If you’re interested read on. - 40-50’ Tall
  ‘Emerald Orb’ - A fun new selection of Norway maple that we finally decided to name and introduce after numerous favorable comments and more than 
a decade’s worth of trial and evaluation.  The original plant was selected as a seedling from a witches’ broom that was discovered by the late Dr. Sid Waxman.  
Over the years our plant has developed a perfectly symmetrical rounded framework of tightly spaced branches.  Each stem is cloaked with classic-sized, deep 
green leaves that stack tightly against one another.  Though the straight species shows invasive qualities this selection has yet to display any flower structures 
or seeds.  Plants are notably slower growing than the species and average perhaps 6” of growth annually.  Ultimate proportions are still unknown yet we 
anticipate mature plants are capable of reaching 12-15’ high and wide when mature. - 12-15’ Tall - #2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $59.99 (July)  

Acer pseudosieboldianum var. takesimense   Purple Bloom Maple - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Korea
A superior Japanese maple relative of considerable beauty that is extremely rare in cultivation.  The shrubby, vigorous growers are durable landscape plants 
with superior cold hardiness when compared to Acer palmatum.  Plants showcase rounded, palm-shaped leaves that are rich green throughout the season 
turning to an intense riot of orange, scarlet and burgundy in fall.  Native to the island of Ulleung Do which lies off the eastern coast of Korea. - 20-30’ Tall - 
#2 $49.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 (July) • #5 $129.99 • #7 $179.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Acer rubrum   Red Maple - Zone 3 - Full Sun - Eastern and Central North America
A wonderful native species of the eastern and midwestern United States known best for its urban tolerance and spectacular scarlet red fall foliage display. - 40-
50’ Tall
  ‘Brandywine’ - A long cultivated selection of our native red maple that was developed as part of the US National Arboretum breeding program.  The 
seedless plants offer glaucous leaves tinged with silver beneath.  In autumn sumptuous red to intense red-purple tones dominate. - 35-40’ Tall - 
Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Shocking Gold’ - A fine selection of red maple with “shocking gold” foliage in spring and early summer. Fall color is a brilliant mixture of scarlet, orange 
and red. Plants are upright in youth and should mature similar to the straight species. - 20-30’ Tall - #2 $44.99 • #3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 (July)  
  ‘Vanity’ - A new variegated selection of red maple that appears to be like (or maybe even better) than the cultivar ‘Snowfire’ (‘Candy Ice’) that we’ve 
cultivated for years.   Though the jury is still out the images online certainly show off brilliant pink and white flushed growth and a riot of scarlet-pink autumn 
magic.   That’s enough to get us salivating with intrigue and as a result we’ve brought in a few to try.   We’ll let you know more when we know more! - 20-30’ 
Tall (Guess) - #2 $49.99 (July)  
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Acer rufinerve   Redvein Snakebark Maple - Zone 5 - Part Shade - Japan
A small deciduous tree native to the mountains of Japan.  Medium green bark is marked with attractive grayish-white stripes when young and develops a 
diamond pattern at maturity.  The three-lobed leaves have characteristic reddish tufts of hair on the veins when young and turn attractive shades of orange 
and yellow with reddish overtones in autumn. - 20’ Tall
  ‘Winter Gold’ - This small stature tree has yellow-green twigs in summer which transform to bright orange-gold in winter.   The effect in the winter 
garden is amazing and not unlike that of Cornus sanguinea ‘Midwinter Fire’.   Difficult to propagate and as a result rarely offered. - 12-15’ Tall - 
#3 $79.99 • #5 $129.99 (July) • #7 $179.99 (July)  

Acer saccharum   Sugar Maple - Zone 3 - Full Sun - Eastern North America
A classic tree native to the eastern and midwestern US.  Often thought of as one of the finest native maple species.  Develops spectacular fall color in all shades 
of yellow, red and orange.  Slow to medium growth rate with excellent hardiness. - 40-60’ Tall
  ‘Millane’s Dwarf’ - A very rare dwarf sugar maple maintaining all of the characteristics of the straight species in a smaller package.   Plants are very 
compact achieving 3-4” of new growth annually.   The original parent plant is over 50 years old and only 24’ in height.   An excellent patio or miniature garden 
specimen. - 12-15’ Tall - Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Acer shirasawanum   Full Moon Maple - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Japan
A rare maple species closely related to Acer palmatum and A. japonicum.  Plants make elegant specimens, slowly maturing into 20-30’ trees.  The large, 
palmately-lobed leaves are medium green during the growing season and change to varying degrees of yellow, orange and red in autumn. - 20-30’ Tall
  ‘Aureum’ - Known commonly as the “golden full moon maple”, this brilliant specimen plant will develop into a 15-20’ tree in many years. Glowing, golden 
foliage emerges in spring and holds through the majority of the season.   In fall, leaves can turn fiery shades of yellow, orange and red. Plants perform best in 
any average garden soil in a partially shaded location. Somewhat difficult to propagate so get yours early as stock always sells out rapidly. - 15-20’ Tall - 
#3 $99.99 • #5 $149.99 (July)  

  ‘Blue Moon’ - A promising new selection of the famed full moon maple that we recently added to the collection.  We love this species and seem 
to acquire just about every clone that crosses our path.  Though new to us, the literature indicates that ‘Blue Moon’ welcomes spring by offering up vibrant 
chartreuse and mellow apricot foliar tones.  Ultimate growth rate and garden quality appear to be comparable to its sister seedling Moonrise™. - 15-20’ Tall 
(Guess) - #2 $59.99 • #3 $99.99 (July)  
  ‘Munn 001’ - Moonrise™ - PP 16718 - Yet another improved full moon maple that we’re giving a shot.   Plants burst forth in spring with rich orange 
and red emerging growth that transitions to shades of chartreuse and gold during the growing season.   Plants are reported to be strong growers with good 
sun tolerance and will develop into sizeable open branched plants in time.   By all accounts this selection appears to be a vastly improved version of the 
original full moon maple (Acer shirasawanum ‘Aureum’) though the true test will happen in the garden. - 15-20’ Tall - #2 $59.99 • #3 $99.99 (July)  

Acer sieboldianum   Siebold’s Maple - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Japan
Siebold maple is a close cousin to Acer palmatum with a native range through southern Japan.   The hardy plants sport fresh green leaves that greet spring with 
a covering of felted white hairs along the midrib, petiole and reverse.   Though this quality is limited in ornamental value it is reliable for distinguishing this 
species from other close allies.   In fall the leaves assume handsome orange-red tones commonly associated with the group.   Plants develop into medium-sized 
specimens and are at home in rich, well-drained soils with an acidic quality. - 20-30’ Tall
  ‘Kumoi Nishiki’ - A recent transplant from the Japanese horticulture scene that may be among the more eminently desirable specimen plants to emerge 
in years.   Each palmately lobed leaf is marked with a healthy dose of creamy-white mottling against a medium green canvas.   In autumn, rich pink and orange-
red tones are integrated into the mix.   The upright branched plants are strong growing, sun tolerant and offer a bit more cold hardiness when compared to 
classic Japanese maples. - 15-20’ Tall - #2 $59.99 (July) • #5 $149.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Acer tegmentosum   Manchustriped Maple - Zone 4 - Part Shade - Korea, Manchuria, Russia
A small, rounded tree native to regions of Manchuria, Korea and Russia.  The overall appearance is quite similar to our native A. pensylvanicum with rich green 
stems prominently lined with ghostly white stripes and attractive butter yellow fall color.  Plants develop into fine specimens and grow best in locations with 
even moisture and dappled shade. - 15-20’ Tall
  ‘Joe Witt’ - A superb clone with bloomy, white-blushed twigs and large leaves that transform to shades of rich, golden-yellow in fall.   Named in honor of 
Joe Witt, past curator of the Washington Park Arboretum. - 15-20’ Tall - #7 $179.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Acer triflorum   Three Flower Maple - Zone 4 - Full Sun-Part Shade - China, Manchuria, Korea
An uncommon trifoliate maple closely related to Acer griseum, the paperbark maple.   Plants exhibit tan-brown bark that exfoliates in vertical strips and scales.   
In autumn the dark green leaves turn spectacular shades of red and orange. - 30-40’ Tall - 
#2 $49.99 • #3 $69.99 • #5 $129.99 (July) • #7 $199.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Acer x ‘Cinnamon Flake’   Cinnamon Flake Hybrid Maple - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Garden Hybrid
A nearly unobtainable hybrid maple that combines the dapper parentage of Acer griseum (paperbark maple) with A. maximowiczianum (Nikko Maple) to 
create a vigorous, superbly ornamental small specimen tree. Plants develop a rounded canopy cloaked with trifoliate rich green leaves that take on handsome 
scarlet and orange autumn tones. Brown and amber slightly exfoliating ornamental bark provides added appeal throughout the year. Plants are better garden 
performers than their parents showing stronger growth and better durability. - 30-40’ Tall - #2 $49.99 • #3 $69.99 • #5 $129.99 (July)  

Acer x conspicuum   Hybrid Snake Bark Maple - Zone 5 - Part Shade - Garden Hybrid
A fine group of maples initially coined in 1994 to represent a collection of hybrids between Acer davidii and A. pensylvanicum.  Most members develop into 20-
30’ specimens taking on either large shrub or small tree stature.  Outstanding bark interest is a hallmark of the group with all showcasing attractive striated 
stems and waxy bloom.  Stem color is most prominent on young stems to 3” in diameter and runs the range from scarlet to purple, orange and green.  All prefer 
part shade exposure with even moisture yet reasonable drainage. - 20-30’ Tall
  ‘Esk Flamingo’ - Unquestionably one of the most electrifying snake bark maples that we’ve seen to date.   ‘Esk Flamingo’ boasts spectacular three-lobed 
leaves prominently colored with bold splashes of flamingo pink and vivid white.  The weeping plants have a lax framework of arching stems with reliable green 
and white striping during the growing season.   In winter dress, the display continues with brilliant scarlet and white candy cane-like stem colors dominating.  
An excellent year round interest plant for the shade. - 12-15’ Tall - #2 $49.99 (July) • #3 $79.99 (July) • #5 $129.99 (July) • #7 $179.99 (July)  
  ‘Phoenix’ - A show stopping maple forming a medium-sized shrub or small tree with glowing, white-striped, fire engine red winter twigs.   One of the 
most striking plants in winter. - 15-20’ Tall - #2 $49.99 (July) • #3 $79.99 (July)  

Acer x freemanii   Freeman Maple - Zone 3 - Full Sun - Garden Hybrid
The Freeman maple is a naturally occurring interspecific hybrid between silver maple (Acer saccharinum) and red maple (Acer rubrum) which occasionally 
pops up in the wild where the native range of both species overlap.  Plants have also been intentionally hybridized since the 30’s and 40’s in cultivation in 
an effort to combine qualities of both parents.  Foliage is often a touch lacier and more dissected than classic red maple with better orange-red fall foliage 
and stronger stem structure than is typically associated with silver maple. In the landscape plants showcase high end durability in urban circumstances with 
tolerance to varied soils from excessively wet to sand-dune-dry.  Overall a worthwhile plant for difficult cultural circumstances that combines the best pedigree 
of its blended native parentage. - 30-40’ Tall

  ‘Starburst’ - Oh, a variegated maple!  Sounds like something we need!  Or at least that’s what we said when we came across this cool as a 
cucumber Freeman maple. Plants boast rich green foliage that is variably colored with a patchwork of golden yellow brush strokes.  The artful plants are fast 
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growing, sun tolerant and capable of commanding much attention when at their best.  Occasional reversions do pop up and should be maintained for best 
display.  A must for those who share our obsession with colored foliage and plants that are a bit left of center! - 30-40’ Tall - #2 $44.99 (July)  

Acer x ‘Purple Haze’   Purple Haze Hybrid Maple - Zone 4 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Garden Hybrid
A curious and unexpected hybrid maple that combines the immaculate pedigree of the paperbark maple (Acer griseum) with the vigor and landscape 
durability of sycamore maple (A.  pseudoplatanus). The result is a strong growing, non-weedy small specimen tree boasting three-lobed green leaves backed 
with a burgundy infused reverse. In autumn, flawless scarlet seasonal tones set the garden afire. Plants are valued for accent, flair and overall plant geekyness 
(not to be confused with gawkiness or gooeyness). - 15-20’ Tall - Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Aesculus hippocastanum   Horsechestnut - Zone 3 - Full Sun - Greece, Albania, Bulgaria
A stately specimen tree widely used in European gardens where they can reach 100’ or more in height.   The dark green leaves are palmately compound adding 
a tropical appearance to the landscape.   Terminal panicles composed of numerous white and yellow bi-colored flowers arise from the branches in mid to 
late May.   Light brown, spiny capsules develop by mid summer and become a weapon of choice for dueling siblings when they begin to fall to the ground in 
autumn.   Certainly a striking plant for larger properties! - 40-50’ Tall
  ‘Digita’ - A distinctive and very cool selection of horsechestnut most noted for its corrugated and crinkled, deep green, half-sized leaves held on thick, 
coarsely branched twigs. We’ve yet to see flower development on our specimen but wait in suspense for them. Plants are notably more compact than the 
species and will certainly elicit attention in the garden. - 15’ Tall, 8’ Wide - Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Laciniata’ - A bizarre horsechestnut that has become one of the most asked about plants in our collection.   The mutated leaves are literally cut into 
ribbon-like segments creating a fascinating and dramatic garden presence.   Plants are slow growing but reported to reach significant proportions in time. - 12-
15’ Tall - #2 $49.99 • #3 $79.99 • #5 $129.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Wisselink’ - An outstanding horsechestnut boasting unbelievable near-white spring growth overlaid with pronounced green veins. The bold, tropical 
textured leaves are held on stout twigs and appear as if they lack sufficient chlorophyll to thrive. Though plants show best growth in partial shade, they are 
capable of developing into fine, moderate-sized trees with age. - 20-30’ Tall (Guess) - #5 $129.99 • #7 $179.99  

Aesculus pavia   Red Horsechestnut - Zone 4 - Full Sun - Southeastern and Central North America
A shrubby, small stature horsechestnut native to the southeastern United States.   In late spring, plants exhibit startling red flowers born in upright panicles 
held above the handsome, disease free, glossy, green foliage.   One of the best horsechestnuts for use in small residential settings. - 10-25’ Tall and Wide - 
#2 $44.99 • #3 $59.99 • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

  ‘Tropical Punch’ - An exciting 2024 introduction from Broken Arrow Nursery.  This fine red buckeye seedling has been at home in our display 
gardens for the past 15 years and has garnered many favorable comments in that time.  Plants have excellent vigor when compared to average seedlings 
gaining as much as 24” of annual growth when young.  The framework is exceptional, developing into a strong, symmetrical branching structure that is far 
more uniform than the highly irregular and varied scaffolding of the straight species.  In spring plants offer a vibrant show of 12” terminal panicles that blend 
tones of scarlet, orange and pink.  Flowers are backed with high gloss, deep green palmately compound leaves that remain attractive and free from pest issues 
throughout the growing season.  After 15 years of growth the original plant reached ~18’ in height with a similar spread. - 20-25’ Tall and Wide - 
#5 $129.99 • #7 $179.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Aesculus turbinata   Japanese Horsechestnut - Zone 5 - Full Sun - China, Japan
A vigorous species valued for its ornamental character as well as its timber.  Plants flaunt oversized, palmately lobed foliage that adds a stunning tropical 
look to the garden.  Creamy white flower panicles stand proud above the greenery in late spring.  Plants are best suited for large properties where the 60’ 
specimens can be most appreciated. - 40-60’ Tall
  ‘Marble Chip’ - From friend Tim Brotzman, this thrilling variegated selection of Japanese horsechestnut aims to please those searching for bold colors 
and an exotic experience.  Each 1’, palm-shaped leaf is heavily marbled and mottled with creamy white against a deep green backdrop.  The leaves are scorch 
resistant and are superb for adding color accent to the garden.  Though quite strong growing, plants are expected to mature a bit smaller than their green leaf 
counterpart. - 20-30’ Tall (Guess) - #2 $49.99 (July) • #3 $79.99 • #5 $129.99 • #7 $179.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Aesculus x carnea   Red Horsechestnut - Zone 5 - Full Sun - Garden Hybrid
The long cultivated red horsechestnut has roots that date back to the early 1800’s when it was discovered in Europe.  Plants are the result of a chance hybrid 
between Aesculus hippocastanum and A. pavia. The palmately compound, baseball mitt-like leaves are deep green and heavily textured during the growing 
season.  In spring, impressive rich-red upright panicles create considerable drama.  Bloom season is followed by a crop of golf-ball-sized nuts enclosed within 
a prickle coated covering.  Plants are rather easy to cultivate though do show some susceptibility to late season cosmetic foliage blemish, often tied to both 
drought stress and fungal agents.  We find the spring showcase and textural value of these plants to be exceptional and as a result are willing to tolerate the 
late season foliage decline as par for the course. - 30-40’ Tall
  ‘Aureomarginata’ - A slow growing, fancy red horsechestnut showcasing bold compound leaves edged with a prominent golden-yellow margin.   The 
leaves are smaller than typical Aesculus x carnea progeny and plants are expected to mature around 2/3 the size.   Typical pale red flowers are present amongst the 
leaves in late May.   Overall an excellent plant for adding tropical flair and visual impact to the garden. - 20-25’ Tall - #3 $79.99 • #5 $129.99 • #7 $179.99 (July)  

Aesculus x neglecta   Horsechestnut - Zone 4 - Full Sun - Garden Hybrid
A curious hybrid that combines pedigree from the yellow buckeye (Aesculus pavia) and the painted buckeye (A. sylvatica). Both parents are native to regions 
in eastern North America.  Plants are strong growing and can be expected to mature into medium sized trees. The palm shaped leaves often present with high 
gloss and frequently take on attractive red tones in autumn. Spring flower panicles are sizeable and should be expected to blend yellow, peach and orange 
tones in a highly fashionable display. Though still susceptible to drought stress, some members of this hybrid showcase improved resistance to classic fungal 
issues that impact peers. - 30-40’ Tall
  ‘Erythroblastos’ - A moderately vigorous deciduous tree boasting the typical five-parted leaves of the species and developing an upright oval crown 
with age.   In spring, plants add drama to the garden with a breathtaking display of flamingo pink, emerging leaves.   Truly an unbelievable show that lasts 
for several weeks as the leaves gradually transition to pale green.   Soon thereafter, a pleasant display of light yellow flowers held in upright racemes adds 
additional landscape appeal. - 30-40’ Tall (Guess) - #2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $59.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Alnus glutinosa   Common Alder - Zone 4 - Full Sun - Europe, North Africa, Asia
A medium-sized tree or large shrub indigenous to Europe, Asia and northern Africa assuming a pyramidal canopy when mature.    Plants are vigorous growers 
and are extremely adaptable, tolerating a range of soil moistures, pH levels and light conditions.   Foliage is dark, glossy green and free from pest and disease 
problems.   An interesting choice for difficult sites where few other plants will survive. - 40-50’ Tall
  ‘Imperialis’ - An attractive, graceful selection showcasing unusual deeply dissected foliage.   Plants are moderate growers and will develop into small 
pyramidal trees in time.   Certainly unique and a great “fooled ya” plant to quiz your plant geek friends. - 20-30’ Tall - 
#2 $44.99 (July) • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Amelanchier canadensis   Shadblow - Zone 3 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Eastern North America
A native, small statured tree or multistemmed shrub. One of the earliest plants to flower in spring. Edible blue-black fruit are cherished by birds. Excellent fall 
color in shades of red, orange and yellow. - 12-20’ Tall - #3 $59.99 • #5 $109.99 (July)  
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Amelanchier nantucketensis   Nantucket Serviceberry - Zone 4 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Northeastern North America
A decidedly uncommon suckering shrub native to restricted coastal regions and select upland interior sites in the northeastern United States where they 
inhabit sundrenched, sharply drained positions. The low growing plants sport willowy, upright stems topped in spring with delicate, creamy-white blossoms 
comprised of five spoon-shaped petals. As summer approaches the floral display gives way to crops of rich-blue, pea-sized berries that provide valuable forage 
for numerous endemic wildlife species. The colonizing plants form restrained clumps and can be expected to top out at 6-8’ in height. An exciting option for 
those attracted to especially rare species as well as for expanding the palette of plants available for utilizing in the challenging coastal environment. - 6-8’ Tall 
and Wide - #2 $49.99 (July) • #3 $79.99 • #5 $129.99 (July) • #7 $179.99  

Asimina triloba   Common Pawpaw - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Southeastern and Central North America
An unusual large shrub or small tree native to the southeastern and central United States. Plants spread by underground stems and if allowed can develop into 
sizeable stands. As the foliage emerges in spring, plants display unique 1” purple flowers which develop into 3-5” kidney-shaped fruit. The fruit is edible and 
enjoyable with a taste that is a bit like a banana or banana-mango blend. The fruit is messy to eat fresh but is certainly worth experiencing. If fresh eating isn’t 
your cup of tea, then maybe pawpaw gelato or pawpaw beer is more your style. Although plants are often capable of producing fruit on their own, production 
is generally dramatically increased by planting several clones in close proximity. In addition to fruit production, plants have a storied history of use. Apparently, 
the inner bark was once used to make fish nets! - 20-25’ Tall
  ‘Mango’ - A delightful and descriptive name for a fine pawpaw.   The mango-shaped fruit are flavorful and enjoyable.   Some say they taste like mango and 
we certainly agree that there is a hint of that profile in there.   Thankfully plants develop fruit from a young age so that you can experience this tasty treat as 
well. - 15-25’ tall - #5 $149.99 • #7 $179.99 (July)  
  ‘Shenandoah’ - With the tremendous interest in pawpaws  over the past few years, we have been working hard to increase our offerings. ‘Shenandoah’ is 
an early selection from pawpaw legend Neal Peterson.  Plants are reported to be strong growing and responsive to pruning.  The prolific crops of fruit offer a 
flavor described as mild and cherimoya-like with few seeds relative to the quantity of flesh. - 15-20’ Tall - #5 $149.99 • #7 $179.99 (July)  
  ‘Sunflower’ - A self-fertile selection that requires only one plant to produce fruit.   Plants always produce high yields and fruit are particularly large and 
sweet. - 15-20’ Tall - #3 $79.99 (July) • #5 $149.99 • #7 $179.99 (July)  
  ‘Susquehanna’ - Pawpaw affecianado Neal Peterson indicates that ‘Susquehanna’ is his personal favorite selection to date!  Plants produce moderate 
quantities of very large sweet, flavorful fruit.  Each fruit has very few seeds in it providing an added bonus when it comes to fresh eating or processing for 
other culinary treats.  Ornamentally we find them impressive as well with bold textured leaves and unexpected accent. - 15-20’ Tall - #7 $179.99  

  ‘Wilson’ - Yet another selection in the growing diversity of pawpaws available to savvy gardeners.  ‘Wilson’ was discovered as a chance seedling 
in its native haunts in the wilds of the bluegrass state.  The mid-sized fruit is produced over a relatively long season and is perfectly sized for a single serving.  
An excellent companion for the other cultivars we offer to ensure good cross pollination for abundant fruit set. - 15-20’ Tall - #5 $149.99 • #7 $179.99 (July)  

Betula nigra   River Birch - Zone 3 - Full Sun - Eastern and Central North America
An excellent disease and insect resistant specimen tree that exhibits spectacular salmon-white exfoliating bark and yellow fall color.   Plants are tolerant of 
both moist and dry soil conditions in any full sun location.   Surely one of the most spectacular of the birches for all-around interest. - 30-40’ Tall
  ‘Cully’ - A superior selection introduced by Earl Cully.   Exhibits exceptional vigor, glossier leaves, and brilliant salmon-pink exfoliating bark. - 30-40’ Tall - 
#3 $59.99 • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Little King’ - An underutilized, compact selection that matures 10-15’ in height.   Typical exfoliating bark of the species and attractive yellow fall color 
add seasonal interest.   An excellent choice for small gardens. - 10-15’ Tall - #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Shilo Splash’ - PP 16362 - An exciting variegated river birch discovered as a chance branch sport at Shiloh Nursery in Harmony, N.C.  Plants are much 
slower growing than the species and offer green centered leaves marked with a jaw dropping, ivory white margin.  Optimum growth occurs in a bright shady 
spot with even moisture throughout the growing season.  Choice and very rare! - 20-25’ Tall - #7 $179.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Broussonetia kazinoki   Kozo - Zone 6 - Full Sun - Eastern China, Japan, Korea
This rare member of the mulberry family matures into a large shrub to small tree with an open, spreading habit.  In Japan, the bark has historically been used 
to make paper for currency and an extract for beauty products, but today its use is primarily ornamental.  These plants are incredibly durable and live happily 
in almost any soil type, which make them ideal for urban landscapes where their high tolerance for pollution and disease resistance stand strong.  When both 
male and female plants are present, they will produce edible, orange-gold, mulberry-like fruits that are very popular with the wildlife. - 20-25’ Tall
  ‘Variegated’ - A flamboyant, highly colored selection of this uncommon species that has quickly grabbed our attention.  The easy-peasy shrubs strut deep 
green leaves intricately stippled and spotted with abundant chartreuse and gold that can’t help but add a touch of the tropics to the garden.  Plants are easy 
to cultivate showing strong vigor coupled with tolerance to both drought and excessive summer heat.  Though the genus has a reputation of being weedy this 
species tones things down with its sucker free, restrained nature. - 12-15’ Tall - #2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $59.99 (July) • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens 
Individually Priced  

Carpinus betulus   European Hornbeam - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Europe
A prominent tree that develops into a statuesque specimen in time.  The species and its cultivars are a mainstay in European and American gardens where they 
are used for many landscape applications.  They withstand heavy pruning and can be easily manicured into handsome screens and hedges. - 40-50’ Tall
  ‘Columnaris Nana’ - An unjustly rare selection of European hornbeam that’s been floating around collections for years.   In time, plants form 
incredible, dwarf, sculpted specimens that resemble fine bonsai creations......just without all the pruning and primping.   Plants are easily integrated into rock 
gardens or Japanese style plantings where they will slowly mature to 8’ in height over many seasons. - 8’ Tall, 3’ Wide - 
#2 $49.99 • #3 $79.99 (July) • #5 $129.99 • #7 $179.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Carpinus caroliniana   American Hornbeam - Zone 3 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Eastern and Central North America
An underutilized small native tree or large shrub frequently encountered in woodlands and shaded stream banks in the region.   The distinct, smooth, gray, 
fluted bark has a unique “muscled” appearance and is attractive throughout the year.   Fresh green leaves are free from disease and turn shades of yellow, 
orange and red in autumn.  An excellent choice for naturalizing and in areas where its subtle beauty can be appreciated. - 25-30’ Tall
  ‘Fire Belle’ - A Johnson’s Nursery selection made for its impeccable bright-red fall color that reliably develops year in and year out.  The symmetrically 
branched plants offer a refined, rounded framework with strong vigor and adaptability to a diversity of soil conditions.  The original plant reached 
approximately 13’ high and wide after its first 15 years of growth. - 20-30’ Tall (Guess) - #2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 (July)  
  ‘Iron Cascade’ - Sculptural, irregularly arching and spreading stems are the hallmark of this new and distinticive American hornbeam. Clean summer 
foliage brings on orange and red fall color.  Should prove to be an impressive specimen option for those who are looking to combine unique architectural 
qualities with a durable east coast native. - 20-30’ Tall (Guess) - Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘J.N. Upright’ - A fine cultivar of this unassuming yet scarcely planted native tree from Wisconsin’s Mike Yanney.  The brilliant plants combine an upright 
habit with reliable orange-scarlet fall color.  The durable plants perform in both sun and shade and should prove valuable as a handsome screening plant or in 
a tight space where narrow accent is required. - 20’ Tall, 10’ Wide - Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Carpinus coreana   Korean Hornbeam - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Korea
A shrubby and highly variable small tree that often assumes a multi-branched framework of irregular and sculpted stem structure.  The alternate leaves are 
often glossy and can develop classy burgundy-orange and yellow autumn colors.  Plants are tolerant of both sun and shaded conditions in a broad diversity 
of soils provided that they are not consistently saturated.  The underutilized plants offer considerable utility in urban environments where they demonstrate 
adaptability to pruning and good drought tolerance once established.  An excellent and highly regarded option for use in bonsai. - 20-30’ Tall and Wide
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  ‘Model Rocket’ - A striking columnar selection developed and introduced by wholesale nursery and industry leader Heritage Seedlings.  Plants offer 
rich green leaves that transition to yellow and orange tones in autumn.  The ascending silhouette is pleasing and useful in the landscape for narrow spaces 
where vertical accent is required.  This strong growing and drought tolerant selection is the result of more than 20 years of trial and evaluation. - 20’ Tall, 5’ 
Wide - #3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 • #7 $179.99  

Carpinus japonica   Japanese Hornbeam - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Japan
An exquisite Asian species that showcases a vase-shaped framework when young.  At maturity the branching becomes more broadspreading reaching 25’ 
tall at maturity.  Foliage is rich, dark green and heavily ribbed with corduroy-like venation.  In fall, yellowish, hop-like fruit dangle along the wiry, horizontal 
branches.  Overall, an elegant, underutilized small tree. - 20-30’ Tall - Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Silver Lace’ - An amazing and nearly unobtainable selection of Japanese hornbeam that has been one of the most asked about plants in our secret stash 
of stock material.   Thankfully, we finally cracked the code and managed to propagate a handful of this delicate cutleaf, fine textured form.   Plants have the 
durability of a hornbeam yet offer a garden presence matched by few peers.   Growing considerably slower than the species we anticipate plants will develop 
into large shrubs in time. - 15-20’ Tall (Guess) - #2 $59.99 • #3 $99.99 (July)  

Catalpa bignonioides   Southern Catalpa - Zone 5 - Full Sun - Southeastern North America
A vigorous deciduous tree which showcases sizeable 12” panicles of white and purple foxglove-like flowers in early summer.  Broad, tropical looking foliage 
adds unique texture and appeal.  Plants are easy to grow performing happily in sunny exposures with all but wet soil conditions. - 40-60’ Tall  
  ‘Aurea’ - A brilliant, gold foliage form of the southern catalpa.  The large, heart-shaped leaves retain their golden color well into the growing season.  An 
excellent choice to contrast with burgundy or blue colors in the garden.   At its best when cut back annually to maintain smaller stature.  Makes a refreshing 
addition to the back of the shrub border or can be allowed to mature into a dazzling specimen tree. - 30-40’ Tall - 
#3 $59.99 • #7 $149.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced
  
Catalpa x erubescens ‘Purpurea’   Purple Catalpa  - Zone 5 - Full Sun - Garden Hybrid
A hybrid between Catalpa bignonioides and C.  ovata that originated in France more than 100 years ago.   The cultivar ‘Purpurea’ struts dazzling, blackish-
purple, heart-shaped leaves in spring that creates the look of Cercis canadensis ‘Forest Pansy’ on steroids.   Plants are fast growers and mature into medium 
sized trees.   If a large tree won’t work, a small form can be retained through annual coppicing. - 30-40’ Tall - 
#3 $59.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Celtis sinensis   Chinese Hackberry - Zone 6 - Full Sun - China, Japan, Korea
The strong growing and durable Chinese hackberry is uncommon in cultivation in the northeast but worthy of seeking out.  The stately plants offer up a 
rounded to spreading framework cloaked with attractive rich green leaves touched with a healthy dose of gloss.  Inconspicuous pale green flowers bloom in 
spring making way for rounded single seed fruit that are valued by many bird species. Plants shrug off hot summers and urban soils with ease though they 
prefer sunny exposures for best growth. - 40-60’ Tall
  ‘Green Cascade’ - A graceful weeping tree introduced by Camellia Forest Nursery. The original was selected from a batch of seedlings collected from 
a famous weeping specimen growing at a shrine in Japan. Plants are quite vigorous and can easily be trained into unique pieces of living architecture. A great 
choice for training over a stone wall or onto a pergola. - Irregular - #2 $44.99 (July)  

Cercidiphyllum japonicum   Katsura - Zone 4 - Full Sun - China, Japan
A stately, fast growing, specimen tree that matures 40-60’ in height.   The unique, heart-shaped leaves often emerge pinkish-red in spring and turn shades of 
orange and yellow in fall.   After the leaves change color and have fallen from plants they emit a unique “cotton candy” fragrance.   Plants prefer even moisture 
in sun. - 40-60’ Tall
  (Variegated Selection) - A very rare yet very fun katsura that matches our excitement for plants nicely.  Foliage of this unique clone offers classic 
greens coupled with irregular cream and lime tones.  Though not the most dramatic variegated plant in the playground, we certainly are happy it’s in our 
playground.  Our young plants have shown a good pace of growth, only slightly slower than the straight species and have stood up reasonably well in full sun 
conditions with little foliar burn. Fall color thus far has been primarily yellow with a slight blush of pink.  Ultimate proportions are still to be determined as is 
the propensity for plants to develop reversions. - 30-40’ Tall (Guess) - #2 $44.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘HSl1’ - Claim Jumper™ - While on a recent acquisition trip to the Pacific Northwest I encountered an incredible diversity of promising new plants. 
As you might expect, these new treasures were promptly obtained and integrated into our test gardens.   Among the bounty was the Claim Jumper™ katsura, 
a fine tree that catches the eye with luminous leaves that emerge with rose infusion before turning golden yellow. The solid plants maintain this leaf color 
throughout the gardening season and display strong growth and an upright habit in youth. Plants appear to develop with the rate and vigor of the straight 
species. - 40-50’ Tall - #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Rotfuchs’ - A recent introduction from Europe.   New growth emerges dark bronze-maroon in spring.   The coloration is retained for several weeks until it 
slowly fades to bluish-green by mid-summer. - 40-50’ Tall - #2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 (July) • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Yuki’s Yellow’ - Another fine katsura that now resides happily in the collection here amongst the dozen or so other cultivars we are playing with.  Little 
is known about this selection but we have been excited by its golden spring flush of growth and good vigor.  The vibrancy it adds to the garden in spring is 
quite welcome as is the clean foliage that persists into summer and fall.  Though the intensity of the foliage color wanes to green as summer’s heat sets in, the 
seasonality of fall often brings back illuminating yellows burnished with a touch of pink.  Like so many of the rarities here at the nursery, we continue to learn 
about their virtues through direct experience.  ‘Yuki’s Yellow’ is very much one of these plants that we are actively learning about while making available so 
that you can do the same. - 30-40’ Tall (Guess) - #2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 (July)  

Cercis canadensis   Eastern Redbud - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Eastern and Central North America
A wonderful, small-stature tree native to the eastern and midwestern United States.   Plants develop rosy-pink, pea-like flowers along the branches in early 
spring before the leaves fully emerge.   Makes an excellent choice for part shade in moist but reasonably drained soil. - 25-30’ Tall and Wide
  ‘Alley Cat’ - A visually stimulating recent selection that is sure to enliven the garden with its shocking white and green marbled foliage.  Plants are 
reported to offer superior variegation to other similarly marked redbuds as well as better general garden performance with strong growth and little impact 
from heat and drought stress.  Like the species, an abundance of lavender blossoms welcome spring before the leaves emerge.  Discovered as a chance seedling 
in the “back alley” by plantsman Allen Bush. - 12-15’ Tall - #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Appalachian Red’ - Cercis ‘Appalachian Red’ is sure to please those that long for vibrant, exciting colors.  In spring, this beauty sets things on fire 
with intense red flowers that persist for three weeks.  Strong growth and familiar heart-shaped green leaves add value through the remainder of spring and 
summer. - 20-25’ Tall - #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Covey’ - A graceful weeping selection from noted plantsman Tim Brotzman.   Same charming flower display as the species.   Plants need to be staked in 
order to gain height. - Irregular - #3 $69.99 (July) • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘JN16’ - Black Pearl™ - PP 28627 - An impressive new burgundy redbud offering up some of the darkest leaves in its class.  The strong growers do 
impress with superb rich merlot leaves that emerge in spring with a glossy sheen and a near black appearance.  Classic lavender flowers add familiar appeal 
during spring.  Selected and introduced by exceptional plantsman Ray Jackson. - 20-25’ Tall - #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘JN2’ - The Rising Sun™ - PP 21451 - A fine cultivar of eastern redbud showcasing vivid apricot-orange new growth that gradually transitions through 
shades of golden-yellow and chartreuse before maturing to pale green.   Rose-pink, pea-shaped flowers decorate the bare branches in early spring.   Plants are 
strong growers demonstrating some tolerance of drought conditions. - 15’ Tall - #3 $69.99 (July) • #5 $109.99 (July) • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens 
Individually Priced  
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  ‘Little Woody’ - PP 15854 - A cool new selection that is quite a bit different than your run-of-the-mill redbud. Plants assume a compact habit of thick, 
chubby branches that dress themselves with tightly spaced, crinkled and curled leaves. The foliage has an excellent blue-green cast and remains attractive 
throughout the season. Flowers retain the classic color of the species. - 8-12’ Tall - #5 $129.99 • #7 $179.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘NC2015-12’ - Golden Falls® - PP 31658 - Yet another breakthrough redbud from the well-established breeding wizards at NC State University. 
Golden Falls® is the first to combine a weeping habit with shining golden color.  Newly minted leaves are brushed with orange before transforming to vibrant, 
sun-tolerant golds for late spring and summer.  Plants are architectural in form, showcasing a narrow, graceful weeping habit.  Familiar pink, pea-shaped 
flowers on bare branches add much seasonal value in early spring.  Destined to be at the top of the must get list for years to come. - Irregular - 
#5 $129.99 • #7 $179.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘NC2016-2’ - Flame Thrower® - PP 31260 - An incredible and long awaited introduction from North Carolina State!  ‘NC2016-2’ kicks off the 
spring with an eye-catching display of bright pink flowers.  Shortly thereafter the real show starts when the new leaves begin to emerge.  Deep burgundy new 
growth eventually lightens to chartreuse, but some leaves retain their burgundy tones for a riotous, multi-colored gradient effect that lasts all growing season.  
Glowing yellow-red-orange fall color completes the year of breathtaking landscape interest. - 15-20’ Tall - #5 $129.99 • #7 $179.99 • Assorted Specimens 
Individually Priced  
  ‘NCCC1’ - Carolina Sweetheart® - PP 27712 - Yet another breakthrough redbud introduction from the folks at NC State in cooperation with the 
North Carolina Nurseryman’s Association. I guess North Carolina has a thing for Cercis!  Carolina Sweetheart® stands out in the crowd with lavish burgundy-
purple spring growth that evolves to maroon leaves with irregular pink margins by late spring. As the foliage color continues to evolve, it eventually settles on 
green-tinged purple with varied white margins. Classic lavender purple flowers add familiar seasonal value before the foliage takes charge. - 15-20’ Tall - 
#3 $79.99 (July) • #5 $129.99 • #7 $179.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Pink Pom Poms’ - PP 27630 - From NC State’s redbud whisperer Denny Werner comes this new and exceptional redbud with fully double, reddish-
pink flowers.   The heavily petaled blossoms bear a resemblance to petite roses and are displayed in great abundance each spring.   This rare breed develops 
into a full-sized specimen and is derived from strong parentage that adds tolerance to heat and drought while maintaining high gloss, pest-free foliage and 
strong growth. - 20-25’ Tall - #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Ruby Falls’ - PP 22097 - The long anticipated and astonishing weeping purple redbud!  ‘Ruby Falls’ combines the best velvet-purple foliage of ‘Forest 
Pansy’ with the graceful, arching branching of ‘Covey’.   This, combined with the pea-like, rose-purple flowers of the species, makes for one of the most show-
stopping specimens imaginable.   Excellent for year round interest and drama.   Get yours early as supplies are limited.   Caution should be exercised when 
cultivating this selection in the north as plants may be a bit less cold hardy than other selections. - Irregular - 
#2 $44.99 • #3 $69.99 (July) • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Seirb’ - PP 32985 - A super cool new addition to the ever expanding diversity of redbuds.  ‘Seirb’ sidesteps our expectations by offering uniquely 
fascinating zig-zag stem structure that adds appeal unlike others in the genus.  The look is fun, especially when accented by spring’s classic pea-shaped 
blossoms or during the dormant months when the stems are on prominent display. - 20’ Tall and Wide - #3 $69.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually 
Priced  
  ‘Vanilla Twist’ - PP 22744 - Yet again we are amazed at the diversity of redbuds and the astounding rate the world’s talented breeders continue to 
evolve this valuable group.   This time we are blown away with ‘Vanilla Twist’, a strongly weeping selection with unique white blossoms and soft green foliage.   
The result of a hybrid between ‘Covey’ and ‘Royal White’. - Irregular - #5 $129.99 (July) • #7 $179.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Cercis chinensis   Chinese Redbud - Zone 6 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Central China
A deciduous, upright, multi-stemmed shrub reaching 10-12’ tall at maturity.  Dark purple, pea-shaped flowers appear up and down the stems in spring, prior 
to leaf emergence and 1-2 weeks ahead of our native C. canadensis.  Glossy, heart-shaped leaves provide additional appeal throughout the growing season.  
Plants are easily transplanted and are adaptable to a variety of landscape uses. - 10-12’ Tall and Wide
  ‘Don Egolf ’ - A highly regarded selection of Chinese redbud introduced by the National Arboretum.    The compact plants are literally covered from head 
to toe with a dramatic display of rose-lilac flowers in spring.   Sturdy dark green leaves and good disease resistance add value. - 8-12’ Tall - 
#5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99  
  ‘Kay’s Early Hope’ - A 2009 introduction from the JC Raulston Arboretum. Plants offer a splendid, long lasting show of pink-lavender flowers that 
appear as early as any redbud in our collections and last deep into spring. The plants are easy to cultivate requiring little maintenance. Named for NC State’s 
basketball coach, Kay Yow. - 8-12’ Tall - #3 $69.99 (July)  
  ‘Shirobana’ - A relatively rare selection of Chinese redbud that stands out in the crowd with its unique clean white flowers. Plants are strong growing and 
mature much like the species. - 8-12’ Tall - Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Chionanthus retusus   Chinese Fringetree - Zone 6 - Full Sun - China, Japan, Korea
A wonderful, large shrub or small tree.   Develops beautiful, fleecy, snow-white flowers in May and June followed by abundant crops of long, blue-black fruits 
on female plants.   The gray-brown peeling bark and lustrous dark green leaves add additional ornamental appeal. - 20-25’ Tall
  ‘China Snow’ - A fine Chinese fringetree selected by noted plantsman Don Shadow from a superior specimen at Old Sanford Arboretum, Knoxville, TN.  
Plants offer impeccable, dark green, polished foliage and are reported to showcase a spectacular floral display. - 20-25’ Tall - 
#7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Tokyo Tower’ - “An exciting, decidedly columnar selection of Chinese fringetree that we’ve been growing for a few years. Plants are quite upright when 
compared to average seedlings making this selection quite useful in tight places where vertical accent is required. - 15’ Tall, 5’ Wide - 
#3 $69.99 (July) • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Cladrastis kentukea   American Yellowwood - Zone 4 - Full Sun - Southeastern and Central North America
A fantastic, medium to large deciduous tree native to the southeastern and midwestern United States.  Plants showcase an abundance of white, pea-like flowers 
born in drooping panicles at branch end.  The overall display can be fantastic and is reminiscent of a plant dripping with wet snow.  Slate-gray bark and golden-
yellow fall color provide added interest when flowers are not present.  The common name is derived from the yellow interior wood coloration.  A first rate tree 
for medium-sized properties - 30-40’ Tall
  ‘Perkins Pink’ - An exciting selection of the American yellowwood developing pale-pink flowers on long, drooping panicles in spring.   The original plant 
was discovered on the grounds of the Perkins Institute for the Blind, Watertown, MA and was propagated and distributed by the Arnold Arboretum. - 30-40’ 
Tall - #3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Cornus alternifolia   Pagoda Dogwood - Zone 3 - Part Shade-Shade - Eastern and Central North America
A top notch native tree frequently overlooked for landscape consideration.  Offers a wonderful horizontal branching pattern that works great to break up 
vertical elements in the landscape.  Plants can have excellent flower, fruit and fall color impact.  Grows best in moist, acid, well-drained soil in part shade.  
Excellent for native plantings! - 15-20’ Tall - #2 $44.99 • #5 $109.99 (July) • #7 $149.99 (July)  

  ‘Lemon Edge’ - Not a super flashy cultivar name but we do have a lot of respect when that name helps clarify the ornamental qualities of a 
plant!  As you might have imagined ‘Lemon Edge’ boasts just that, lemon edged leaves set off by a deeper green interior.  The plants are very strong growing 
compared to other variegated clones of this northeast native.  Flowers and fruiting qualities are comparable to the straight species. - 15-20’ Tall - 
#2 $49.99 • #3 $79.99 (July) • #5 $129.99 (July)  
   ‘W. Stackman’ - An exciting and choice selection whose medium green leaves are dramatically edged with an irregular bright golden-yellow margin.   
When combined with the horizontal branching pattern the effect is dazzling!  Plants are exceptionally vigorous and appear to be quite easy to grow.   Ultimate 
size is still unknown however we suspect they will mature around 15-20’ in height. - 15-20’ Tall - #3 $79.99 • #5 $129.99 (July) • #7 $199.99  
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Cornus florida   Flowering Dogwood - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Eastern and Central North America
One of the showiest small deciduous trees native to the eastern North American woodlands.   Develops a striking display of flowers in spring.   Each flower 
head is surrounded by four showy, petal-like, white bracts which remain effective for several weeks.   Flowers develop into clusters of bright red berries that 
are cherished by birds.   Fall color can develop into radiant shades of scarlet and purple. - 20-25’ Tall and Wide
  ‘Appalachian Spring’ - A University of Tennessee introduction selected for its superior resistance to dogwood anthracnose.   In addition, plants 
showcase an abundance of moderate-sized white flowers. - 20-25’ Tall - #2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 (July) • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99  
  ‘Comco No. 1’ - A classic, dark pink to red flowered form of our native dogwood.   Plants are excellent garden performers and highly resistant to 
powdery mildew and dogwood anthracnose. - 20-25’ Tall - #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Erica’s Appalachian Sunrise’ - PP 32468 - The most recent flowering dogwood selection from the Tennessee Agricultural Experimental 
Station’s breeding program.  ‘Erica’s Appalachian Sunrise’ shows off in spring with pink bracted flowers embossed with a pastel to near white interior.  Flowers 
fade as the spring flush of growth emerges brushed with rich burgundy before aging to deep green.  Scarlet red fruit accent the autumn show coupled with a riot 
of orange and red seasonal tones. The disease resistant plants are strong growing and at home in the Northeast. - 15-20’ Tall - #2 $44.99 • #3 $69.99 (July) • 
#5 $109.99 (July)  
  ‘Karen’s Appalachian Blush’ - A fine, disease-resistant cultivar of flowering dogwood originally discovered as a chance seedling in Decherd, TN.   Plants 
assume the typical habit of the species with white floral bracts blushed with pink along the margin. - 20-25’ Tall - Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Plena’ - Dogwoods are a quintessential springtime favorite and ‘Plena’ takes it up yet another notch with masses of clean white flowers, all with plentiful 
bracts that create a shirred, rose-like appearance. Combined with a compact, slow-growing habit, this is a jaw dropping cultivar capable of adding value as a 
specimen in even small spaces. - 15-20’ Tall - #2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 (July)  
  ‘Pumpkin Patch’ - An impressive and curious selection from nurseryman Don Shadow that showcases soft yellow foliage that develops after an ample 
white bracted spring bloom period.  Fall color is often impeccable blending of the plant’s namesake pumpkin tones with gold and a bright cherry-red fruit in 
the mix.  The show doesn’t rest there with striking golden orange twigs on parade through the dormant months. - 15-20’ Tall - 
#2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 (July)  
  ‘Rutnut’ - Rutnut is an exciting recent selection of our native flowering dogwood from Rutgers University that offers a delightful compact habit with 
masses of saturated pink blossoms.  Ultimate size will approach 8’ in height at maturity.  An incredible option for smaller gardens or for integrating into mixed 
plantings. - 8-10’ Tall - #2 $49.99 (July) • #3 $79.99 • #5 $129.99 (July)  
  var. pringlei - A unique and fascinating variant of flowering dogwood with lineage traced to Mexico.   Plants assume a typical flowering dogwood form 
yet offer flowers with white bracts that are fused at the tips.   The overall show is somewhat reminiscent of a Chinese lantern.   Call it unique, bizarre, or 
enchanting we like it and find that it brings a refreshing new dimension to the world of dogwoods.   Plants appear to be strong growers in the garden yet are 
less cold hardy than is typical for the straight species. - 20-25’ Tall - 
#2 $49.99 • #3 $79.99 (July) • #5 $129.99 • #7 $179.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Cornus kousa   Kousa Dogwood - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - China, Japan, Korea
An elegant Asian relative to our native C. florida.  Develops plentiful flowers in June and July, which are surrounded by showy white or pink floral bracts.  
The floral display on many selections can be effective for a month or more.   Fantastic crops of showy red fruit dangle from the stems in autumn.  The best 
specimens also have eye-catching fiery red, scarlet and crimson fall color.  Truly among the finest of all specimen plants.  We are pleased to offer an ever 
expanding selection of choice cultivars. - 20-30’ Tall and Wide
  ‘Aiden’s Mint Frost’ - A very recent selection from nurseryman Gary Handy showing off strong vigor and distinctive foliage tones.  Plants blend a 
Monet-inspired mix of foliage colors with a mix of pink, cream, and lime among deeper tones.  The white bracted flowers are prolific and combine effortlessly 
with the foliage.  Not as dramatic or flamboyant as other variegated dogwoods yet unique and distinctive in the diversity that we offer. - 15-20’ Tall - 
#2 $44.99 • #3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 (July) • #7 $149.99 (July)  
  ‘Akatsuki’ - A brilliant sport of ‘Satomi’ recently introduced to the US nursery industry from Japan.  Plants showcase green centered leaves boldly edged 
with creamy-white variegation.   In June, pale pink to white flowers adorn the upright branch work.   Plants are slower growing than the species and show best 
performance with an even moisture regime. - 12-15’ Tall - #2 $49.99 (July) • #5 $129.99 • #7 $179.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Beni Fuji’ - An attractive and tough to come by cultivar that struts a generous display of deep reddish-pink flowers.    Plants are slower growing and 
smaller stature than most kousa selections making it an excellent choice for smaller gardens and tight spaces.   A personal favorite! - 12-15’ Tall - 
#2 $44.99 • #3 $69.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Blue Shadow’ - One of the finest kousa selections introduced by the Polly Hill Arboretum.  Plants offer impeccable blue cast leaves that provide the 
perfect foil for masses of pure white, long lived flowers that appear in early summer.  A first-class dogwood! - 20-30’ Tall and Wide - 
Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Cream Puff’ - Those looking for a low, spreading kousa dogwood will find that ‘Cream Puff’ fits that need quite nicely.  Loads of white bracted flowers 
and exceptional red fall tones add to the appeal.  Selected and introduced by renowned plant propagator and good friend Bill Barnes. - 6’ Tall, 10’ Wide - 
#2 $44.99 • #3 $69.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Elizabeth Lustgarten’ - A graceful, pendulous selection offering snow-white bracted flowers and brilliant red-orange-yellow fall color.   One of the 
most asked about plants in our display gardens.  Matures 12-15’ in height over a 30 year time period. - Irregular - 
#3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Gold Cup’ - A recent selection with dark green foliage cleverly brushed with a prominent golden yellow central streak.   Plants are quite similar to the 
classic cultivar ‘Gold Star’ but are reported to be more vigorous and maintain an upright stature. - 15-18’ Tall - #2 $44.99 • #3 $69.99 (July)  
  ‘Kristin Lipka’s Variegated Weeper’ - An exciting, variegated, weeping kousa dogwood from plant guru Bob Lipka.   Bob found the plant as a sport 
on a weeping kousa dogwood in his nursery and named it after his daughter.   Plants are moderate growers developing a graceful, arching framework in time.   
Each light-green leaf is illuminated with a pronounced, creamy-white margin that turns shades of red and pink in autumn.   The foliage is excellent in contrast 
with the pure white, bracted blossoms. - Irregular - #2 $49.99 (July) • #3 $79.99 • #5 $129.99 • #7 $179.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Little Poncho’ - All the appeal of the big guys packed into a compact frame!  ‘Little Poncho’ features an abundance of oversized flowers with bracts that 
progress from mint-green to white and finally to blush-pink, all giving way to scarlet fruit in fall.  Dark green leaves mature with the faintest tinge of blush 
around the edges before donning a startlingly rich purple-scarlet fall color. - 8-12’ Tall and Wide - #2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 (July)  
  ‘MADI-11’ - Mandarin Jewel® - PP 26653 - A 2014 introduction from Tim Brotzman offering the classic garden performance, flowering capacity 
and framework of the species.  In September, Mandarin Jewel® stands apart with distinguishing cherry-sized fruit that begin yellow and evolve to pumpkin-
orange when ripe.  Like the species, the fruit is edible and flavorful. - 20-25’ Tall - #3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens 
Individually Priced  
  ‘Madison’ - PP 16129 - A fast growing and ornamentally superior selection of kousa dogwood selected from open pollinated seedlings of Cornus kousa 
‘Milky Way’ by plantsman Tim Brotzman.  As you might imagine from the parentage, plants develop a dramatic floral display with masses of large, overlapping 
white bracted flowers that frequently persist into summer.  The thick, deep green foliage sets itself apart from other dogwoods by turning a rainbow of intense 
red, yellow and orange tones in August.  As autumn approaches the coloration intensifies, adding a breathtaking garden presence that is distinct among the 
dogwoods. - 20-25’ Tall - #3 $69.99 (July) • #5 $109.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Ohkan’ - A striking new kousa dogwood showcasing deep green leaves boldly margined with clean gold variegation.   Plants stand out dramatically in the 
garden especially in June when the branches are cloaked with numerous white bracted flowers.   A vigorous and adaptable grower, ‘Ohkan’ is sure to become a 
classic. - 15-20’ Tall - #3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 (July)  
  ‘Peve Foggy’ - A fine kousa dogwood that we’ve become impressed with over the years. Each leaf on the strong growing plants displays a well-defined 
crisp white edge and grey-green interior. The variegation pattern is evident and appealing yet not nearly as flashy as ‘Summer Fun’ and other more common 
marginal variegates. Though different, we find plants blend wonderfully in the garden, especially in early summer when cloaked with masses of white bracted 
blossoms. - 15-20’ Tall - #2 $44.99 • #3 $69.99 (July)  
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  ‘Rutpink’ - PP 28311 - All reports indicate that ‘Rutpink’ has the potential to become the new standard for pink kousa dogwoods.  The result of Dr. 
Tom Molnar’s work at Rutgers University offers saturated pink bracts that are borne with great abundance and maintain intense color through warm weather.  
Familiar crops of pendulous red fruit and red-cast autumn tones provide added seasonal value for gardeners to enjoy. - 20-25’ Tall - 
#2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 (July) • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Splendiferous’ - An Impressionist-like vision in the landscape with speckled leaves of green and white variegation, in shades from lime to ultramarine 
to dark green and back again. Large white bracted flowers put the finishing touches on an already impressive picture. - 15-20’ Tall - 
#3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 (July) • #7 $149.99  
  ‘Summer Fun’ - An irresistible white variegated kousa that we like a lot.   Each leaf emerges in spring with a stunning pinkish-white margin.   Overall, 
plants have performed admirably in full sun and seem to be similar to ‘Wolfeyes’. - 15-20’ Tall - 
#3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Summer Gold’ - PP 22765 - A fantastic new dogwood from noted plant enthusiast Crispin Silva.   ‘Summer Gold’ treats us with brilliant gold-edged 
foliage that remains attractive all season.   Plants are vigorous growers and resist leaf roll in full sun conditions.   Certainly a promising plant and among the 
best of the gold variegated dogwoods for general landscape use. - 15-20’ Tall - #2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually 
Priced  

Cornus mas   Corneliancherry Dogwood - Zone 4 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Central and Southern Europe, Western Asia
An underutilized large shrub or small deciduous tree suitable for use in a variety of landscape situations.  Plants awaken in early spring with an impressive 
display of small yellow flowers on bare branches.  Generous amounts of bright red, thumb-sized, edible fruit and a mosaic of gray, cream and brown bark 
provide added seasonal interest. - 15-25’ Tall and Wide
  ‘Spring Glow’ - A show stopping cultivar that is smothered with hundreds of bright yellow flowers in spring. Leathery, dark green leaves adorn the plant 
throughout the growing season. An excellent and underutilized introduction from the JC Raulston Arboretum. Some literature lists this selection as a cultivar of 
Cornus officinalis. - 12-18’ Tall - #2 $44.99 • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 (July)  
  ‘Tricolor’ - A standout specimen for a partially shady spot! Thick golden margins splashed with pink surround deep green centers create the tricolored 
impact that this cultivar is best known for.  The combination of bright red fruit in late summer adds an especially dramatic appeal.  Familiar cheery yellow early 
spring blooms and peeling bark typical of the species complete the package. - 12-18’ Tall - #2 $44.99 • #3 $69.99 (July)  
  ‘Variegata’ - A slow growing corneliancherry dogwood with spectacular creamy-white leaf margins.   Best when grown in partial shade.  Choice and rarely 
offered! - 12-18’ Tall - #2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Cornus officinalis   Japanese Cornel Dogwood - Zone 4 - Full Sun-Part Shade - China, Japan, Korea
A fine deciduous shrub or small specimen tree native to Japan, China and Korea and closely allied to the corneliancherry dogwood (Cornus mas).   Plants reach 
15-25’ in height and breadth with an open branch structure when fully developed.   In late winter, stems are cloaked with prolific bright yellow blossoms that 
emerge about a week ahead of C.  mas.   The foliage is rich green and quite glossy, turning to variable shades of yellow, orange and scarlet in autumn.   Plants 
are easy to cultivate providing excellent early season garden interest. - 15-25’ Tall and Wide
  ‘Kintoki’ - An outstanding cultivar showing a superior display of vibrant yellow flowers in March and April followed by large crops of scarlet, thumb-sized, 
edible fruit in late summer.  Foliage is deep green and high gloss during the growing season and transitions to bright red in autumn.  Attractive gray, tan and 
orange exfoliating bark provides added appeal during dormancy.  Plants are valuable year round interest items in the garden and make a fine choice for the cut 
branch industry.  Awarded a gold medal by the PA Horticulture Society in 2012. - 12-18’ Tall - #3 $69.99 (July) • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 (July)  
  ‘Lemon Zest’ - The Morris Arboretum of the University of Pennsylvania has introduced many great plants through the years.  Among those is this 
outstanding Japanese cornel known for its superior flower power with lemony fragrance.  Mature plants add in eye pleasing exfoliating bark on stems greater 
than 2” in diameter.  We love this species and hope more will add it to their gardens. - 12-18’ Tall - #2 $44.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Cornus x elwinortonii   Hybrid Dogwood - Zone 6 - Full Sun - Garden Hybrid
A group of hybrid dogwoods resulting from crosses that incorporate varied genetics from Cornus kousa and the western US native C. nuttallii.  The plants were 
initially developed by prominent dogwood breeder Dr. Elwin R. Orton and released by Rutgers University.  All are vigorous growers, show exceptional disease 
resistance and are highly floriferous.  Plants have the capacity to grow larger than Cornus kousa and have some capacity to develop fruit though they generally 
lack viable seeds and frequently fail to reach maturity. - 20-30’ Tall and Wide
  ‘KN30-8’ - Venus® - PP 16309 - An amazingly vigorous selection with a dense branch structure that develops into a broad-rounded canopy in 
time.   Plants flaunt an abundance of flower clusters in June which are set off by four massive white floral bracts.   This display is complemented by lustrous 
dark green foliage that remains free from powdery mildew and anthracnose. - 20-25’ Tall - #3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens 
Individually Priced  

Cornus x rutgersensis   Hybrid Dogwood - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Garden Hybrid
A group of hybrid dogwoods resulting from crosses that incorporate varied genetics from Cornus florida and C. kousa.  Plants were initially developed by Dr. 
Elwin R. Orton and released by Rutgers University.  All are vigorous growers, show exceptional disease resistance and are highly floriferous. - 20-30’ Tall and 
Wide
  ‘KV10-105v1’ - Variegated Stellar Pink® - PP 24952 - An exhilarating addition to the assortment of hybrid dogwoods now available.  Variegated 
Stellar Pink® flaunts dazzling variegated leaves that blend an irregular white margin with a marbled green interior.  Pink-bracted flowers can be expected to 
develop in spring and vivid multicolored leaves of scarlet, pink and orange complete the story in autumn.  Plants are expected to be slower growing than the 
standard green leaf hybrids and will benefit from a bit of shelter from the hottest hours of daylight. - 12-18’ Tall - 
#2 $44.99 • #3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Michael Steinhardt’ - A sport of Cornus x rutgersensis, ‘Michael Steinhardt’ was discovered by Don Shadow.   In spring and early summer plants 
showcase medium green leaves each boldly edged golden yellow.   As the season progresses the color gradually accumulates increasing amounts of green.   At 
the culmination of the growing season stunning pink and burgundy tones prevail in autumn.   One of the finest variegated dogwoods introduced to date! - 20-
25’ Tall - #2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 (July) • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Corylus avellana   European Filbert - Zone 5 - Full Sun - Europe, Western Asia, Northern Africa
A large deciduous shrub that develops into a dense, upright, branched plant.   Plants are grown commercially throughout Europe for their flavorful nuts.   The 
straight species is rarely used as an ornamental. - 12-20’ Tall
  ‘Burgundy Lace’ - PP 28216 - A 2017 introduction from Oregon State University that is sure to draw attention.   The alluring leaves of ‘Burgundy 
Lace’ are a sultry wine-red color, each accented by rough textured serrations along the margin.  Specimens assume an eye-catching framework of ascending 
branches of moderate vigor to 20’ in height.   Plants are easily cultivated showing strong resistance to eastern filbert blight.   Sure to impress in a key garden 
position. - 12-20’ Tall - #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Corylus fargesii   Farges Hazelnut - Zone 5 - Full Sun - China
A rare Chinese hazelnut that we fell in love with the first time we saw it at Philadelphia’s Morris Arboretum.   Plants develop into wonderful small specimen 
trees with a formal, pyramidal habit.   The simple leaves are rich green and free from major pest and disease issues.   In winter, the bark commands attention 
with its bronze and amber exfoliations that are reminiscent of the best forms of Acer triflorum and Acer griseum. - 20-30’ Tall - 
Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
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Corylus x ‘Red Dragon’ - PP 20694 - Red Dragon Contorted Filbert - Zone 5 - Full Sun - Garden Hybrid
An exciting contorted purple leaf hazelnut from the talented plant breeders at Oregon State University.   Plants combine the architecturally pleasing, twisty 
stems of ‘Red Majestic’ with improved foliage coloration throughout the growing season and better tolerance to the soil borne blights that can cause problems 
with other selections. - 8-12’ Tall and Wide - #7 $179.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Cotinus obovatus   Smoke Tree - Zone 5 - Full Sun - Southern and Central United States
An underutilized small specimen tree native to restricted regions in Tennessee, Alabama and Texas.  Plants are perhaps best known for their impressive fall 
foliage display which ranges from red-purple to yellow-orange.  Airy, smoke-like flower panicles and exceptional, blue-green foliage during spring and summer 
provide added seasonal interest.  Plants grow best in bright areas with decent soil drainage and show adaptability to soils with high pH. - 20-30’ Tall - 
#2 $44.99 • #3 $69.99 • #7 $149.99 (July)  

Crataegus monogyna   Single Seeded Hawthorn - Zone 4 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Europe, North Africa, West Asia
A European and North African endemic hawthorn assuming an irregular branched shrubby framework.  The dark green, deeply lobed leaves combine 
effortlessly with spring’s five-petaled, white blooms.  By fall, crops of red fruit add ornamental value to gardeners and edible benefit to wildlife alike.  The fruit 
is fit for human consumption as well and is occasionally utilized in jelly, syrup or for making wine or adding a touch of flavor to brandy.  Young twigs are armed 
with stout spines, a quality that nesting birds value for protection from predators. - 20-30’ Tall
  ‘Inermis Compacta’ - A curious, spineless dwarf shrub with thick, sturdy branching and an upright, sculpted growth form.  Mature specimens are 
adorned by copious amounts of creamy-white flowers in spring and red berries in fall.  Sure to add charm and character to any well-drained, sunny garden 
corner. - 8-12’ Tall - #2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 (July)  

Davidia involucrata   Dove Tree - Zone 6 - Full Sun-Part Shade - China
The famed dove tree, which the great plant explorer E.H. Wilson referred to as “the most interesting and beautiful of all trees of the north temperate flora”.  
Plants offer unique, bracted flowers in early spring that resemble white doves hovering among the bright green foliage.   In maturity, specimens develop a 
broad pyramidal habit. - 25-30’ Tall
  ‘Aya Nishiki’ - A drool worthy selection of an already eye-catching species! The first flush of leaves emerge with a green center and butter yellow 
margins, while the second flush tends to be more mottled with yellow patterns throughout the leaf. As the crowning touch, the tree occasionally throws out 
purple margins to create a wonderfully weird foliage spectacle! Solid purple fall color rounds out a breathtaking season of leaf display, and that’s not even 
taking into account the blossoms that lend dove trees their name. Definitely one of the most unique Davidia cultivars available. - 15-20’ Tall (Guess) - 
#2 $59.99 • #3 $99.99 (July) • #5 $149.99 • #7 $249.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Lady Sunshine’ - A jaw dropping dove tree that showcases amazing leaves edged with a broad, creamy white margin.   Incredibly bold and attractive 
throughout the growing season.   Plants are notably slower growing than other dove tree selections and will benefit from a shaded location.   Those who are 
able to grow this fine species will most certainly cherish the opportunity to add this form to the collection. - 15’ Tall (Guess) - 
#2 $59.99 • #3 $99.99 (July) • #5 $149.99 (July) • #7 $249.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘White Dust’ - An exciting Japanese selection of dove tree that we think is quite impressive.  The upright, strong growing plants showcase leaves that 
are heavily flecked and highlighted with cream, white and pink variegation.   Impeccable white bracted flowers complement the leaves in spring on mature 
plants.  Though new to cultivation, plants have been top notch performers in the garden showing little sunburn and growth development similar to the straight 
species. - 15-20’ Tall (Guess) - #3 $99.99 • #5 $149.99 • #7 $199.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Diospyros virginiana   American Persimmon - Zone 5 - Full Sun - Eastern and Central North America
A small to medium-sized deciduous tree native throughout the eastern and southeastern United States.  Plants develop an oval canopy of irregular branching 
and cloak themselves with glossy, rich green, oblong leaves.  The charcoal-gray bark is quite distinctive and ornamental, breaking up into tight rectangular 
blocks that resembles alligator hide.  In autumn, female plants produce unique, 1-2” orange, edible fruits that become sweet and flavorful after several hard 
frosts. - 30-40’ Tall - Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Golden Delight’ - What’s not to like about edible ornamentals? How about native trees?  Why not combine it all together?  ‘Golden Delight’ does just 
that!  Exceptional crops of early ripening 1-2” bright orange fruit in fall are complemented by cool as could be alligator hide bark.  The clean pest-free foliage is 
attractive through the growing season and plants demonstrate performance that stands up to the rigors of the northeast.  All this from a relatively uncommon 
eastern US native!  We love it! - 30-40’ Tall - #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘JN5’ - Magic Fountain™ - PP 25689 - Forget what you thought you knew about common persimmons and open your eyes to Magic Fountain™. This 
unique cultivar, selected by Ray Jackson of Tennessee, will blend the lines between edible and ornamental further than before. The strong growing plants 
sport a graceful weeping framework coupled with crops of 1” golden-yellow fruits that ripen in autumn. Rich green leaves are present throughout the growing 
season on plants that can be expected to reach 10-15’ tall and 5-8’ wide. - 15’ Tall, 8’ Wide - Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘John Rick’ - This classic selection in our minds is the standard to measure new varieties against.   The strong growing and pest-free plants offer a prize of 
1.5-2” fruit each autumn which are both ornamentally stunning and sweet and flavorful after frost’s kiss. - 30-40’ Tall - 
#5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Euonymus hamiltonianus ssp. sieboldianus   Siebold Spindletree - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - China, Korea, Russia
An undervalued woody plant that blends the line between a tree and shrub.  The strong growing plants strut handsome high-gloss oval leaves dressed 
with rounded edges.  In autumn, pink, scarlet and orange tones intermingle in a fantasy of color coupled with airy pendulous capsules of orange-red seed 
structures.  The durable plants perform in both sun and shade alike in average to well-drained soils. - 15-20’ Tall
  ‘Variegatus’ - An attention grabbing multi-stemmed shrub or small tree that inspires with rich green leaves that combine with bold white and cream 
variegation. Add intriguing pink seed capsules and a complement of red seeds in autumn and you’ve got a winning package. The wisely durable plants are 
tolerant to varied light conditions and soil structure showing respectable performance in all but excessively wet positions. - 12-20’ Tall - 
#7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Ficus carica   Common Fig - Zone 6b - Full Sun - Western Asia, Mediterranean
A long cultivated and valuable commercial fruit species native to the Middle East and Asia. The fruiting qualities of the large shrubs or small trees have long 
been recognized in the region with many taking on the arduous task of hefting large containerized specimens in and out of the garage with the progression of 
the seasons. Fortunately, the development of several cold hardy selections has begun to show promise and gardeners have begun to find success cultivating 
plants in the ground in the exposure of zone 6 conditions. With this has come a resurgence of interest in cultivating this ancient plant for fruit as well as a 
revitalization in the appreciation of its ornamental virtues. - 6-10’ Tall and Wide
  ‘Chicago Hardy’ - An excellent brown fig grown for its large crops of rich, sweet fruit and excellent cold hardiness.  This, combined with its lush, 
texturally pleasing, heavily lobed leaves, makes for a wonderful container subject or dependable garden specimen in our region.  Fruit develop in abundance 
and begin to mature in early August and will continue consistently until frost.   Siting in rich, evenly moist soils in a sun-drenched, protected location is 
advisable for best performance.  Some winter protection is good insurance to limit tip dieback and promote earlier fruit development. - 6-10’ Tall and Wide - 
#2 $39.99 (July) • #3 $59.99 • #7 $99.99  
  ‘Olympian’ - A cold hardy selection developed in Olympia, WA.  Plants yield a prolific early crop of figs giving gardeners in zone 6 an excellent opportunity 
to relish the fruiting qualities of these fun plants.  The purple fruit are reported to be as large as tangerines with sweet, flavorful flesh.  Ornamentally, the bold 
heavily-lobed leaves add tropical drama to the garden.  Those living in colder climates might consider this selection for container culture. - 6-10’ Tall and Wide 
- #2 $39.99 (July)  
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  ‘Panache’ - A fun take on a classic common fig, featuring flamboyant cream and green striped fruit.  Fruit are both sweet and flavorful though you may 
not want to eat them once you see the ornamental uniqueness!  This highly sought after and decidedly rare selection has actually been around for generations, 
dating back as far as the 1600’s. Plants are always in high demand and we fully expect these to disappear rapidly. - 6-10’ Tall and Wide - 
#3 $69.99 • #7 $129.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Franklinia alatamaha   Franklin Tree - Zone 6 - Full Sun - Georgia
A storied small specimen tree or large shrub thought to be extinct in the wild.  Originally collected by John Bartram in the late 1700’s along the banks of the 
Altamaha River in Georgia, the plant has not been seen in the wild since.  Franklinias offer wonderful, 2-3”, white, camellia-like flowers in late summer followed 
by brilliant, scarlet and orange fall color.  Plants can be somewhat difficult to establish in the garden but are well worth the effort; besides, they make great 
conversation pieces! - 10-20’ Tall - #3 $79.99 • #5 $129.99 • #7 $179.99 (July)  

Fraxinus excelsior   European Ash - Zone 5 - Full Sun - Europe
A large ash species found throughout much of Europe. Plants assume a rounded canopy in open scenarios with deep green pinnately compound leaves.  
Best performance will occur in organically rich, freely draining soils with freedom from heat and drought stress.  We do not promote the straight species in 
our climate nor do we recommend the vast majority of its cultivars due to susceptibility to the emerald ash borer.  The decidedly dwarf ‘Crispa’ is the lone 
exception.  This small cultivar is a manageable size that can be more readily monitored for emerald ash borer and favorably treated if necessary. - 60-80’ Tall
  ‘Crispa’ - Dense, twisted, forest green leaves form a thick crown on just the tips of the smooth gray branches. Combined with an upright, slightly twisted 
habit and a slow growth rate, the overall effect is a distinctive natural bonsai look on a slightly larger scale. - 12-15’ Tall - #2 $49.99 • #3 $79.99 (July)  

Fraxinus sieboldiana   Japanese Flowering Ash - Zone 6 - Full Sun - China, Japan, Korea
A moderate sized tree best known for its fleecy white flowers that bear a close resemblance to members of the genus Chionanthus. Both male and female 
plants develop flowers that are pleasantly fragrant and emerge in late spring. By fall female plants will develop clusters of winged fruit if properly pollinated. 
The compound leaves are medium green in color and quite reminiscent of other ash species. Plants perform best in sun drenched settings in soils a touch on 
the dry side. - 20-30’ Tall and Wide
  ‘Rising Sun’ - A colorful variant of the Japanese flowering ash showcasing cream splashed and streaked leaves in a fanciful display.  Some leaflets will 
be edged with cream whereas others will offer a bit less order to the display.   Plants are quite rare, and this year’s offering are among the largest that are 
available anywhere. - 20-30’ Tall and Wide - Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Gleditsia triacanthos f. inermis   Thornless Honeylocust - Zone 4 - Full Sun - Mid-Atlantic and Central North America
A common shade tree that has been long valued for the dappled shade provided by the airy framework of the small specimens.  The vigorous plants showcase 
fine-textured, compound leaves that are typically bright green in color through the growing season and yellow cast in fall.  Though variable in size, most 
standard forms top out in the 30-50’ range at maturity.  The straight species, Gleditsia triacanthos, sports sadistic 3” thorns capable of sending those with 
faint hearts running.  Fortunately, the form inermis is thornless and much more amenable to average garden settings.  Plants are native on the fringes of New 
England ranging from Pennsylvania to Nebraska and south to Texas. - 30-40’ Tall
  ‘Emerald Kascade’ - An uncommon weeping form that fits the Broken Arrow product mix perfectly.  Leaves are deeper green than the species and 
plants boast an elegant, graceful framework.  Requires a bit of staking to gain altitude or can become an unusual trailing accent if left to its own efforts. - 
Irregular - #3 $69.99 (July) • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Pin Cushion’ - We’re pushovers for the cheap thrills that the eccentric side of the plant kingdom can bring.  To this end we were drawn to ‘Pin Cushion’ 
for its curious tufted greenery that is clustered and punctuated against olive colored stems.  Lacking thorns this pin cushion is soft textured yet takes on an 
irregularly fashioned framework of open, airy stems.  Yes it’s a wacky plant and one that our madcap customers are sure to adore. - 20-30’ Tall (Guess) - 
#2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Halesia tetraptera   Carolina Silverbell - Zone 4 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Southeastern North America
A fast growing specimen tree native to the southeastern United States where it grows as a small to medium-sized tree in understory settings.  In the wild, 
plants are capable of reaching heights of 40-60’, however 20-30’ is more common under cultivation.  Clusters of delicate, white, bell-shaped flowers dangle 
from the branches in spring creating a charming display, especially when viewed from beneath.  Unusual, four-winged fruit develop in autumn and persist into 
cooler weather providing additional interest.  Plants perform best in full sun or high canopy shade in moist, well-drained acidic soil. - 30-40’ Tall
  ‘Silver Splash’ - A rarely encountered variegated form of Carolina silverbell featuring an irregular, creamy-white variegation pattern that brightens each 
leaf.   Originated as a chance branch sport at the Tyler Arboretum, Media, PA. - 20-30’ Tall - #2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 (July) • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99  
  ‘UConn Wedding Bells’ - A multi-stemmed selection of Carolina silverbell made by UConn’s Dr.  Mark Brand for its prolific and consistent floral display.  
Makes an excellent specimen plant and is a fine representative of this wonderful species! - 20-30’ Tall - #2 $44.99 • #3 $69.99 (July) • #5 $109.99 (July)  

Halesia tetraptera var. monticola   Mountain Silverbell - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Southeastern North America
A moderate-sized upright-spreading tree capable of reaching 40’ or more in height in the wild but is more commonly found in the 20-30’ range under 
cultivation.   Plants display bountiful clusters of white, bell-shaped flowers in mid-spring.   Plants are adaptable to varied conditions but perform best in a rich, 
well-drained location in part shade. - 30-40’ Tall
  ‘Variegata’ - A rare mountain silverbell offering foliage edged with a unique creamy-yellow pattern.   A totally wild leaf coloration, unlike any other 
variegated plant we’ve seen. - 20-30’ Tall - #2 $44.99 (July)  

Heptacodium miconioides   Seven Sons Flower - Zone 4 - Full Sun - China
An underutilized deciduous shrub or small tree.  Develops sweetly fragrant, white flowers in August and September followed by brilliant red calyxes in 
October.  The overall effect is breathtaking and is much like having two completely different bloom periods.  In winter, the tan-brown bark exfoliates in thin 
strips and plates to reveal startling whitish inner bark.  A great specimen plant or addition to the shrub border. - 15-25’ Tall - 
#2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Koelreuteria paniculata   Golden Rain Tree - Zone 5 - Full Sun - China, Japan, Korea
A moderate-sized specimen tree boasting deep-green, pinnately compound leaves along coarse textured branching.   Abundant bright yellow flowers held in 
sizeable open clusters appear in July.   Unique greenish-yellow, papery capsules develop in autumn extending the season of interest.   The capsules often dry 
on the trees and persist deep into the winter months.  Plants perform best in sunny locations in any reasonably well-drained soil.   They are pH adaptable and 
tolerant of pollution and urban environments. - 30’ Tall

  ‘Beach Master’ - An uncommon, recent selection of golden rain tree that matures into a compact-rounded shrub with time.   Plants are notably 
smaller than the straight species when mature yet pack an amazing display of rich yellow terminal flower clusters in late June and July.   Airy, Chinese lantern-
like seed capsules provide added appeal in late summer and autumn.  Plants have also been circulated under the name ‘Woodlanders Low’.   - 12-15’ Tall - 
#2 $44.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Liquidambar styraciflua   Sweetgum - Zone 5 - Full Sun - Eastern and Central North America
A large, deciduous tree valued for both its timber and ornamental qualities. In the landscape, plants develop into stately specimen trees when given enough 
room. Their unique, star-like leaves, which turn dramatic shades of crimson, yellow and purple in fall, have few rivals. Overall, a wonderful, easy-going tree at 
home in all soil conditions. - 60-80’ Tall
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  ‘Corky’ - A curious sweetgum selected for its excessively and uniquely corky-winged twigs and branches.  The concept is difficult to describe yet 
immensely fun in the landscape.  Plants are strong growing and pyramidal in framework with the classic foliage virtues of the species. - 40-50’ Tall - 
#2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 •#7 $149.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Naree’ - A glowing gold-leaved sweetgum with heritage that traces to Australia. Autumn tones are frequently a kaleidoscope of orange, gold and burgundy 
tones. Plants are strong growers yet have smaller leaves and a shorter framework than typical seedlings. Optimum performance occurs in rich, evenly moist 
soils in open, well lit exposures. - 30-40’ Tall - #3 $69.99 (July) • #7 $149.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

  ‘Quirky Disposition’ - ‘Quirky Disposition’ is a very fun, especially corky selection of sweetgum that we’ve had on the “to offer” list for some 
time.  This fun variety rewards those who are patient with tremendous bark qualities that display heavily winged thickened growths and ribbed features that 
make a distinctive other worldly garden presence.  The growth does take time to develop and it’s common for youthful plants to appear comparable to the 
straight species.  Fear not, if you invest the time the plant will be sure to captivate. - 30-40’ Tall (Guess) - #3 $69.99 • #7 $149.99 (July)  
  ‘Silver King’ - A dazzling cultivar of sweetgum offering stable, white-edged leaves.   Surely one of the finest variegated plants available. - 30-40’ Tall - 
#3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Slender Silhouette’ - The exclamation point of the sweetgums forming an absolute pillar of foliage some 40’ tall and only 6’ wide at maturity.   Makes 
a perfect, fast growing subject for narrow situations where vertical accent is required.   Discovered by renowned plantsman and all around plant fanatic Don 
Shadow. - 40’ Tall, 6’ Wide - #3 $69.99 (July) • #5 $109.99 (July) • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Variegata’ - An eye-catching sweetgum cultivar with unique, yellow-streaked and spotted foliage.   Show stopping pink and scarlet, two-toned fall color 
completes the package. - 40’ Tall - #3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 (July) • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Liriodendron tulipifera   Tulip Tree - Zone 5 - Full Sun - Eastern and Central North America
A classic, large deciduous tree native to the forests of the eastern United States.   The uniquely shaped leaves provide interest throughout the growing 
season and often turn rich, butter-yellow in autumn.   Yellow-green flowers, brushed with orange closely resemble tulips and are present in May and June.   
Unfortunately, the flower display is often masked by the foliage and not produced close to the ground. - 60-80’ Tall - Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Aureomarginatum’ - A fantastic plant with leaves that are boldly margined with yellow.   Large plants are a treasure to behold!  Color is best in spring 
turning pale green by summer. - 40-60’ Tall - #3 $69.99 (July) • #5 $109.99 (July) • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

  ‘Snow Bird’ - An exciting new tulip tree offering daring white edged foliage that radiates in the landscape.  The foliage remains colorful through 
the growing season before its autumn changeover to a smoldering golden tone.  Plants are strong growing and adaptable, becoming sizeable specimens with 
age. One of the more exciting new offerings in recent years. - 30-40’ Tall (Guess) - #5 $129.99 • #7 $179.99 (July)  

Magnolia acuminata   Cucumber Tree Magnolia - Zone 4 - Full Sun - Eastern North America
A fast growing, deciduous magnolia reaching enormous proportions at maturity. The oval leaves are 6-12” long and medium green in color. Numerous fragrant, 
2-3” greenish-yellow flowers appear among the leaves in spring. Plants perform best in sunny positions in fertile, evenly moist soil. - 60-80’ Tall
  ‘Ellen’ - A highly prized and decidedly rare clone of cucumber magnolia sporting bold textured leaves each heavily streaked and splashed with dramatic 
yellow variegation.  At its best the color is breathtaking and inspiring and worthy of a little extra effort necessary to maintain them.  Sadly plants are not the 
most stable so routine pruning is often required to keep the most colorful shoots productive while limiting the development of completely green reversions.  
We love pet plants like this and have a few of this rarity to share this year for those who are up for the challenge. - 30-40’ Tall (Guess) - 
#3 $79.99 • #5 $129.99 • #7 $179.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Magnolia ashei   Ashe Magnolia - Zone 6 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Southeastern North America
Ashe magnolia is a fascinating small tree or large multi-stemmed shrub that is sure to impress all visitors to the garden.   It is closely allied to the big leaf 
magnolia (Magnolia macrophylla) but tends to bloom at a dramatically younger age.   In spring, the tropical looking 15-20” leaves provide a perfect backdrop 
for the massive 12-15” sweetly fragrant, creamy-white flowers.   The overall effect is truly striking and looks like something straight out of Jurassic Park!  
Fist-sized, rose-pink fruit appear in fall providing additional ornamental appeal.   Plants grow best in rich, well-drained soils in full sun or partial shade.   
Additionally, they benefit from some frost protection early in life. - 30’ Tall - 
#2 $44.99 • #3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 (July) • #7 $149.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Magnolia grandiflora   Southern Magnolia - Zone 6 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Southeastern North America
If you’re from the south, this is the plant that comes to mind when someone says the word magnolia. The large evergreen specimens develop a handsome 
oval framework of impeccable, unblemished, 5-10”, lustrous, deep green leaves backed with brown pubescence. Massive, fragrant, pure white flowers create 
a grand spectacle in spring and sporadically throughout the remainder of the growing season. In our region, plants perform best in rich, well-drained soil and 
benefit from protection from exposure and winter winds. - 40-60’ Tall
   ‘Bracken’s Brown Beauty’ - A well known hardy form of southern magnolia showcasing deep green, wavy leaves backed with an abundance of 
fuzzy-wuzzy pubescence.   Plants appear to be easier to grow than some other selections and are among the best forms for cultivation in our area. - 40’ Tall - 
#2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Kay Parris’ - A fine southern magnolia selection displaying a compact habit and upright form.  The rich green leaves are backed with orange-brown fuzz 
and are smaller than many other selections.  Prolific, sweetly scented, creamy white flowers adorn plants throughout summer. - 20’ Tall - 
#2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 (July)  

Magnolia macrophylla   Bigleaf Magnolia - Zone 6 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Eastern North America
A kissing cousin to the ashe magnolia offering up many of the same ornamental qualities.  Massive bold textured silver backed leaves to 2’ long coupled with 
immense white blossoms in late May and early June are cornerstone qualities.  The leaves are among the largest of any native North American species.  Though 
plants take their time to reach flowering age we feel the wait is well worth it.  The pyramidal plants are excellent in rich, woodland soils creating an imposing 
tropical feel in the garden. - 30’ Tall - #2 $44.99 • #3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 (July) • #7 $149.99 (July)  

Magnolia stellata   Star Magnolia - Zone 4 - Full Sun - Japan
A common magnolia developing into a large, rounded, shrub-like specimen in time.   In April, the bare, gray branches are cloaked with masses of 3-4” white 
flowers with numerous tepals.   Plants are among the hardiest of magnolias and are adaptable to a range of growing conditions. - 25-30’ Tall
  ‘Centennial’ - An excellent selection introduced by the Arnold Arboretum to commemorate their 100th anniversary.   Plants are vigorous growers with 
large, 5-6”, fragrant flowers composed of 28-32 individual tepals. - 25-30’ Tall - #2 $44.99 • #5 $109.99 (July)  

Magnolia tripetala   Umbrella Magnolia - Zone 4 - Full Sun - Mid-Atlantic and Southeastern United States
A large deciduous species native to moist woodlands from southern Pennsylvania to Georgia.   Plants are not for the timid as they boast massive 18-24” leaves 
that cluster in whorls creating an umbrella-like effect.   Leaves are set off by equally impressive, 8” creamy-white flowers which grace the plants during spring.   
Rosy-red, lantern-like fruit hang from the smooth gray branches during the autumn months.   Plants assume an open, lax habit and perform best in rich, 
woodsy soils in partial shade. - 25-30’ Tall - #2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 (July) • #5 $109.99 (July)  

Magnolia virginiana   Sweetbay Magnolia - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Eastern North America
A small, graceful, multi-stemmed shrub or small tree native to the eastern United States.  Displays beautiful, white, lemon-scented flowers in June and 
sporadically throughout the summer.  Flowers are set-off by 6”, glossy, dark green, silver-backed leaves.  Develops into a worthy specimen plant. - 30-40’ Tall
  ‘Wilson’ - An upright cultivar with exceptional cold hardiness and superior vigor.   Plants will mature up to 35’ in height and remain semi-evergreen in 
sheltered locations.   Selected by Earl Cully. - 30-40’ Tall - #2 $44.99 (July) • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
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Magnolia x ‘Blushing Belle’   Blushing Belle Hybrid Magnolia - Zone 5 - Full Sun - Garden Hybrid
A splendid Dennis Ledvina hybrid that resulted from a cross between Magnolia ‘Yellowbird’ and M. ‘Caerhays Belle’.  Plants are eye-catching treasures when 
in full bloom, sending forth masses of luxuriant 6” deep pink blossoms that awaken and enliven the spring garden. Overall, flowers are similar to the parent 
‘Caerhays Belle’ yet more cold tolerant. - 20-30’ Tall - #3 $69.99 (July) • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Magnolia x ‘Coppertallica’   Coppertallica Hybrid Magnolia - Zone 6 - Full Sun - Garden Hybrid
A promising evergreen magnolia from long time magnolia growers Heritage Seedlings.  Plants pat themselves on the back with impressive gloss to the top 
surface of the deep green leaves coupled with a flashy copper backing.  Lovely creamy white blossoms emit a pleasant fragrance and are outstanding.  We’re 
optimistic that this brand-new selection is going to perform admirably in our climate. - 20-30’ Tall (Guess) - #2 $49.99 • #3 $79.99 (July) • #7 $179.99  

Magnolia x ‘Daybreak’   Daybreak Hybrid Magnolia - Zone 5 - Full Sun - Garden Hybrid
Augie Kehr rated this hybrid the best of his many choice introductions.   Displays a brilliant show of 8”, fragrant, glowing, rose-pink flowers in early May after 
the threat of late season frost has passed.   Plants are exceptionally vigorous and develop a distinct upright growth habit. - 30’ Tall, 8’ Wide - 
#3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 (July)  

Magnolia x ‘Elizabeth’   Elizabeth Hybrid Magnolia - Zone 4 - Full Sun - Garden Hybrid
A popular and outstanding selection introduced by the Brooklyn Botanic Garden.   A profusion of clear, creamy-yellow flowers open in spring prior to leaf 
emergence.   One of the best and worth a place in any garden! - 30-40’ Tall - #3 $69.99 • #7 $149.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Magnolia x ‘Fancy Dude’   Fancy Dude Hybrid Magnolia - Zone 5 - Full Sun - Garden Hybrid
A Rare Finds Nursery introduction featuring irregular, lemon yellow marginal variegation with generous dark green splashing through the middle. A stunning 
specimen piece as part of a large border or a stand alone plant!  Our young plants are yet to bloom though we’re excited to see how much fancier this dude can 
get. - 15-20’ Tall (Guess) - #7 $179.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Magnolia x ‘Fran Smith’   Fran Smith Hybrid Magnolia - Zone 6 - Full Sun - Garden Hybrid
A little known magnolia that has remained about as hard to find as a chicken with teeth.  Fortunately, we’ve finally managed to propagate enough to offer a 
few this season.  So what’s the big deal you may be asking? Well, each leaf is boldly variegated with cream and white splashes providing an eye-catching and 
irresistible display throughout the growing season.  The foliage pattern is relatively stable and holds up much better than other variegated magnolias in sunny 
exposures.  If that’s not enough, plants are reported to showcase a wealth of cream blushed flowers in spring before leaf emergence.  This is a truly choice plant 
that’s sure to create a buzz amongst crazed collectors and plant geeks. - 20-30’ Tall - Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Magnolia x ‘Galaxy’   Galaxy Hybrid Magnolia - Zone 5 - Full Sun - Garden Hybrid
An extraordinary, upright-pyramidal selection from the US National Arboretum.  Striking, 6-10” , beet-red flower buds open reddish-purple in late spring after 
danger of frost.  Displays excellent vigor and will mature 20-30’ tall.  Consistently a customer favorite! - 20-30’ Tall - 
#5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Magnolia x ‘Genie’ - PP 20748 - Genie Hybrid Magnolia - Zone 6 - Full Sun - Garden Hybrid
A breathtaking, highly sought after compact magnolia that has grabbed our attention and won’t let go.  The shapely, cup-like blossoms are saturated purple 
in color and emerge in the greatest abundance in early May from sexy burgundy-black buds.  As an added bonus a secondary flush of blossoms occurs 
sporadically into August adding valuable summer interest.  Flowers emit a gentle fragrance and are colored on both the interior and exterior surfaces. - 15’ Tall 
- #3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Magnolia x ‘Judy Zuk’   Judy Zuk Hybrid Magnolia - Zone 5 - Full Sun - Garden Hybrid
A fine magnolia named in memory of an extraordinary horticulture leader and former president of the Brooklyn Botanical Garden.   Plants provide a stellar 
tribute of well formed sweetly fragrant flowers that combine rich yellow petals with distinctive orange, apricot and pink highlights.   The plants are well 
branched developing a vigorous upright form in youth, becoming oval with age. - 20-30’ Tall - #3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 (July) • #7 $149.99 (July)  

Magnolia x ‘Jurmag1’   Black Tulip™ Hybrid Magnolia - Zone 5 - Full Sun - Garden Hybrid
An astonishing selection showcasing 6”, burgundy-black blossoms that are among the darkest of any magnolia to date.  The robust flowers are well formed 
developing a resemblance to a tulip as they unfurl prior to leaf emergence.  Plants make choice small specimens! - 20-30’ Tall - 
#3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Magnolia x ‘Lois’   Lois Hybrid Magnolia - Zone 4 - Full Sun - Garden Hybrid
Another fine magnolia bred at the Brooklyn Botanical Garden by Dr. Lola Koerting and named in honor of Lois Carswell.  ‘Lois’ is somewhat similar to its well 
known parent ‘Elizabeth’ but blooms a little bit later in the season with well formed 3-5” flowers that are a few shades closer to true yellow.  Flowers still open 
prior to leaf emergence yet after mother nature expends spring’s final frost. - 20-30’ Tall - #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99  

Magnolia x ‘Oyama Rose’   Oyama Rose Hybrid Magnolia - Zone 6 - Full Sun - Garden Hybrid
A choice and highly sought-after hybrid developed from the hands of the late great plant breeder Dennis Ledvina.  Plants combine the pedigree of Magnolia 
sieboldii ‘Colossus’ with the subtropical M. insignis to create a plant that bears the look of a pink flowered version of the Siebold magnolia.  In the Northeast, 
plants are deciduous in the garden with strong growth and heavy blooms in May and June.  Our plants have performed admirably without dieback for 5 years.  
Though ultimate proportions are not yet known, we envision that the plants can easily reach 15’ in height. - 15-20’ Tall (Guess) - #2 $49.99 (July)  

Magnolia x ‘Rose Marie’   Rose Marie Hybrid Magnolia - Zone 5 - Full Sun - Garden Hybrid
A later blooming cultivar with buds that are somewhat more frost hardy than other magnolias. Beautiful pink blushed flowers with a lovely lemon fragrance 
hold for up to six weeks for an incredibly long spring display.  Bred and introduced by renowned breeder Dennis Ledvina. - 20-30’ Tall - 
#7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Magnolia x soulangiana   Saucer Magnolia - Zone 5 - Full Sun - Garden Hybrid
An upright, rounded, deciduous magnolia with large white to pink to purple flowers in early spring before leaf emergence. Handsome, smooth gray bark 
provides added interest. - 20-30’ Tall
  ‘Kiki’s Broom’ - A new form that piqued our curiosity when we saw it listed by one of our suppliers.  They indicated that ‘Kiki’s Broom’ is a dwarf, 
broad spreading magnolia that was discovered as a witches’ broom.  Plants have small leaves and shorter internodes than are typical for most magnolias.  An 
abundance of creamy-white and pink flowers are produced each spring.  An interesting option for those looking for a magnolia but lack the space required for 
larger forms. - 4-8’ Tall and Wide - #2 $49.99 (July) • 3 $79.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Magnolia x ‘Sun Sprite’   Sun Sprite Hybrid Magnolia - Zone 5 - Full Sun - Garden Hybrid
A scaled-down, columnar, yellow flowered magnolia well suited for smaller gardens and tight spaces.  Each May, plants don quantities of 6-8” medium yellow 
flowers set off with a streak of blush-pink striping.  Selected by the late magnolia expert Dr. August Kehr. - 20’ Tall, 6’ Wide - 
#2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 (July) • #5 $109.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
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Magnolia x ‘Sunsation’   Sunsation Magnolia - Zone 5 - Full Sun - Garden Hybrid
Another excellent late bloomer with deep golden-yellow petals, each brushed with a purple splash at the base.   The sizeable, 7-8” flowers are held upright on 
the branches and provide a continual display for several weeks in May.   Plants are moderate growers developing a formal, cone-shaped habit at maturity. - 20-
30’ Tall - #2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 (July)  
Magnolia x ‘Yellowbird’   Yellowbird Hybrid Magnolia - Zone 4 - Full Sun - Garden Hybrid
A popular upright selection with deep, canary-yellow flowers that are seldom damaged by spring frost.  Flowers emerge just as the foliage is expanding.  Shows 
excellent cold hardiness. - 30’ Tall, 8’ Wide - #3 $69.99 (July) • #5 $109.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Magnolia zenii   Zen Magnolia - Zone 5 - Full Sun - China
This rare deciduous species from China was introduced to the United States in the early 1980’s by the Sino-American Expedition.  It is one of the earliest 
magnolias to flower in spring with its welcome display of white-blushed pink flowers.  Plants have good vigor and bloom from a young age. - 20-25’ Tall
  ‘Pink Parchment’ - A Dr. Michael Dirr selection offering 4-5”, frost tolerant, pale pink-white flowers in early spring.  Fragrant flowers are born in 
abundance on vigorous, symmetrical plants.  In most years this is the first magnolia to flower for us. - 20-25’ Tall - Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Morus alba   White Mulberry - Zone 4 - Full Sun - China, Japan, Korea
A large deciduous tree initially imported from China to the US as part of an unsuccessful attempt to set up a silkworm industry.  The densely branched trees 
are fast growing sporting irregular-rounded crowns comprised of high gloss leaves and edible blackberry-like fruit.  The urban tolerant plants are excellent 
for difficult sites with varied soil moisture and pH.  A worthwhile option for erosion control, windbreaks or fruit production, though be aware that fruit has a 
tendency to stain and can be messy if improperly sited. - 30-50’ Tall
  (Silver Center) - A very rare variegated clone of white mulberry that hails from Japan. Plants sport deep green, slightly glossed leaves prominently 
highlighted with a silver-white patch of variegation along the central portion of each uniquely lobed leaf. Plants are strong growing and sun tolerant showing 
good performance in bright, sunny exposure. Though plants show capacity to reach the full proportion of the straight species, we recommend using this as a 
cutback shrub as a well coppiced specimen will certainly add textural flair and foliage color to a well designed mixed border. - 20-30’ Tall - 
#2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Ho-o’ - Very cool, crinkled and crumpled foliage that bears very little resemblance to the species. Visitors to the garden can’t help but ask the “what’s that” 
question. Excellent as a cutback shrub, plants show wonderful textural qualities in mixed plantings. Should also be a fun addition to the vase as a cut stem. Can 
reach 30’ if allowed to develop though we find it best to give plants an annual haircut which allows them to top out at 5-8’ by season’s end. - 20-30’ Tall - 
#2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 (July)  
  ‘Paper Dolls’ - An intriguing selection of white mulberry boasting glove-shaped leaves that are heavily mottled and splashed with creamy-white.   Plants 
are vigorous growers forming irregular 15’ shrubby trees in time.   Great for both color and alluring foliage texture! Photos often look incredible though we 
warn that plants show a tendency to revert back to green.   We love it when at its best and as a result are willing to put in 10 minutes each year to remove any 
green shoots from our specimen. - 12-18’ Tall - #2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 (July)  

Nyssa sylvatica   Black Tupelo, Black Gum - Zone 4 - Full Sun - Eastern North America
A magnificent, slow growing, medium-sized, deciduous native tree.   The oval foliage is lustrous dark green in summer and transforms to vivid shades of 
orange, scarlet and yellow in autumn.   Female plants frequently produce copious crops of blue fruit that are cherished by birds and other wildlife.   In winter, 
the dark, blocky bark and unique branching pattern provide added interest. - 30-40’ Tall
  ‘Autumn Cascade’ - An elegant, weeping selection that we introduced from Australia a few years back.   Plants develop excellent red, orange and yellow 
fall color.   If a tree form is preferred, some staking is required to develop and maintain a central leader. - 20-30’ Tall - 
#7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Wildfire’ - A dazzling selection offering startling burgundy-red new growth that is present as long as new growth is being produced.   Plants exhibit 
exceptional vigor and bright scarlet-red fall color. - 30-40’ Tall - #3 $69.99 • #7 $149.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Zydeco Twist’ - A distinct and downright cool black gum showcasing stems that twist and spin in all directions.    They’re quite akin to Harry Lauder’s 
walking stick and are certainly not what most have come to expect from this fantastic species!  Regardless, this is a striking plant for those looking for a fun 
addition to their gardens. - 12-15’ Tall and Wide - #3 $69.99 • #7 $149.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Oxydendrum arboreum   Sourwood - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Southeastern North America
An eye-catching small flowering tree, native to the southeastern United States.  In mid-summer, plants develop elegant, drooping racemes of white, urn-shaped 
flowers.  The overall display can be breathtaking and often remains effective for several weeks.  In fall, the glossy, dark green foliage transforms to fiery shades 
of crimson and scarlet.  Plants thrive under conditions suitable for other ericaceous plants. - 30’ Tall - #2 $44.99 • #3 $69.99 (July)  

Parrotia persica   Persian Parrotia - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Iran
Persian parrotia is a remarkable, underutilized member of the witch hazel family native to regions of northern Iran.   Plants develop into low-branched, 
moderate-sized specimens with a patchwork of exfoliating gray, green and white bark at maturity.   In late winter, flowers composed of rich, crimson-red 
stamens and maroon bracts create a curious effect along the barren stems.   Foliage unfolds blushed with red-purple and changes to unblemished, dark green 
with age.   Shimmering yellow, orange and crimson fall color prevails on the finest specimens. - 20-40’ Tall and Wide - Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Henny’s Dwarf’ - A friend offered us cuttings of this compact cultivar of Persian parrotia a few years back which we happily accepted and propagated 
with excitement.   Fortunately, our success level was high and we now have a few unanticipated bonus plants in inventory.   Though admittedly we are not yet 
certain how compact ‘Henny’s Dwarf’ will be, we love the qualities of the straight species and are visualizing the possibilities of a compact form in the garden.   
We hope you share our anticipation and will consider adding one to your collection. - 15-20’ Tall (Guess) - #2 $49.99 (July)  
  ‘JLColumnar’ - PP 24951 - A tremendous selection of Persian parrotia that combines a spire-like framework with impeccable foliage.    The strong 
growing plants welcome spring with a heavy dose of burgundy flushed and edged leaves.   As the season progresses the color settles on rich deep green before 
autumn’s cold air forces a transition to a riot of orange and scarlet-red.    The versatile plants are strong growing with tight, ascending branches and can be 
expected to top out around 30’ in height and 10’ in width.   Hedging and screening are obvious uses though use as a formal street specimen or vertical accent is 
also worth considering. - 30’ Tall, 10’ Wide - Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Lamplighter’ - An exciting “wow” plant with leaves that are boldly splashed and streaked with creamy-white variegation. Fall color finds the variegation 
pattern flushed with pink and purple. Certainly a tasty treat for the plant enthusiast. - 15-20’ Tall - #2 $49.99 (July) • #5 $109.99 (July) • #7 $149.99 • 
Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Pendula’ - A graceful weeping parrotia that develops into a great specimen plant in time with excellent, red-orange-purple fall color and handsome 
mottled bark.   Our plants are descendants of the magnificent weeping specimen that resides at Kew Gardens in England. - 12’ Tall and Wide - 
#2 $49.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 (July)  
  ‘Persian Lace’ - Another variegated form of parrotia offering curious leaves that are haphazardly highlighted with green, gray and white streaking.   The 
variegation is not as pronounced as ‘Lamplighter’, however it is still quite attractive in its own right.   Plants are still extremely rare and will undoubtedly be 
coveted by collectors and garden enthusiasts alike. - 15-20’ Tall - Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
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  ‘Red October’ - A 2016 introduction from Belgium’s famed Arboretum Wespelaar where the original plant was raised from seed collected in the wilds of 
Azerbaijan.  Plants showcase amazing and consistent merlot-red autumn tones that are among the best the genus has to offer.  The strong growers are vigorous 
and develop a broad-spreading framework with age.  New growth in spring is brushed with burgundy before maturing fresh green by mid-summer.  Plants are 
occasionally seen listed under the invalid synonym ‘Red Bull’. - 25-30’ Tall and Wide - 
#3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Parrotia subaequalis   Chinese Parrotia - Zone 6 - Full Sun-Part Shade - China
A large shrub or small tree native to China where it was only recently described and introduced to western horticulture.   Plants produce narrower leaves than 
its more commonly cultivated sibling, the Persian ironwood (Parrotia persica) and turn consistent shades of burgundy-purple in autumn.   The muscular wood 
develops a wonderful patchwork of grays, greens and creams with age.   Like many members of the witch hazel family this species will show best growth in 
acidic soils with even moisture and protection from hot afternoon sun. - 20-30’ Tall - 
#2 $49.99 (July) • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Platanus x acerifolia   London Planetree - Zone 5 - Full Sun - Garden Hybrid
A group of plants resulting from a cross between Platanus orientalis and P. occidentalis that was initially discovered in London in the mid 1600’s.  All develop 
into sizeable specimens capable of reaching 50-80’ in height over a lifetime.   The alternate, maple-like leaves are typically deep green in color and stand in stark 
contrast to the impeccable cream, tan and olive patchwork-like bark.  Plants are easy to cultivate preferring rich, deep, fertile soil but show strong adaptability to 
about any combination of conditions.  At their best in large spaces where their true potential can be expressed.  Alternately, we’ve utilized this plant wonderfully 
as a cutback specimen and find that it can add significant textural appeal to the back of the border when managed in this fashion. - 50-80’ Tall
  ‘Suttneri’ - An unjustly rare form of sycamore or planetree that caught our attention several years back while wandering the grounds of Boston’s famed 
Arnold Arboretum.   Much like the straight species ‘Suttneri’ forms a majestic specimen best known for its adaptability to tough soils and incredible alabaster 
exfoliating bark.   As an added feature the maple-like leaves of this fine selection are heavily streaked and splashed with white variegation!  We find it inspiring 
when plants are allowed to reach their mature dimensions but also think this cultivar makes a strong statement when grown as a pleached specimen in the 
back of the shrub border. - 40-50’ Tall - Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Populus deltoides   Eastern Cottonwood - Zone 2 - Full Sun - Eastern and Central North America
Eastern cottonwood is a vigorous wide ranging deciduous tree typically associated with stream bank and flood plain habitats. The large trees are characterized 
with a wide spreading stature and airy-rounded canopy.  Minute male and female catkins bloom in early spring prior to leaf emergence. Shortly after, 
the female plants disperse a profusion of seeds each cloaked with tufts of soft white hair that give the feel of a fresh snow fall or cotton taking flight.  The 
pyramidal foliage is 5” in diameter, coarsely toothed at the margin and deep green in color.  Though we generally shy away from recommending the straight 
species for ornamental use we have been smitten with some of the recent cultivar development work. - 50-80’ Tall and Wide
  ‘Purple Tower’ - A promising selection from the UK offering up alluring wine red spring growth on a vertical oriented framework.   Leaves are 
supported by rich purple-red stems.   A strong growing plant well suited for columnar emphasis.   Plants are at their best when cultivated in average garden 
soils in full sun.   Under their own control, plants can extend to 40’ in height with a 10’ spread.   For those willing, an annual haircut can be utilized to maintain 
a more shrub-like stature. - 30-40’ Tall - #2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $59.99 • #7 $129.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Populus simonii   Simon’s Poplar - Zone 5 - Full Sun - China
A vigorous, deciduous poplar that is rare in cultivation in North America. In Europe, plants are frequently utilized as street trees. The attractive oval leaves 
are glossy and rich green in color adding a glistening quality to the garden with wind action. Plants require full sun exposure for best success and appreciate 
consistent moisture through the gardening year. - 40-60’ Tall
  ‘Fastigiata’ - An upright, columnar habit when young that broadens slightly with age, covered with gracefully airy branches adorned by two-toned deep-
green leaves with shiny silver beneath. Stately, elegant, and quick growing, perfect for making a visual statement as a standalone specimen or in a group lining 
a street or avenue.  An excellent and improved alternative to the classic lombardy poplar. - 30-40’ Tall, 8-10’ Wide - 
#2 $44.99 • #5 $99.99 (July) • #7 $129.99 (July)  

Prunus incisa   Fuji Cherry - Zone 5 - Full Sun - Japan
A large shrub or small tree that gains its botanical name from the strong serrations on the margin of each green leaf. Plants have long been grown and 
appreciated in Japan for their floral qualities. In late March or April plants offer great masses of fringed 5-petaled blooms. Each delicate blossom is pink in bud, 
opening white and supported on bare stems. When properly pollinated, 1/4” rich purple cherries develop, adding food value to many bird species. Plants are 
at their best in average garden soils with ample sun exposure. Siting in an area free from late spring frosts and excessive wind will certainly lead to a prime 
display. - 15-20’ Tall
  ‘Kojo-No-Mai’ - A charming flowering cherry displaying curious twisted stems reminiscent of the classic Harry Lauders Walking Stick. In spring, 
bountiful 1”, white and soft-pink blossoms intermingle amongst the framework of the 4’ shrubby plants. Pleasant reddish-purple autumn colors provide 
further seasonal intrigue. Excellent as a small stand-alone specimen in a prominent space or equally impressive as a container subject. - 4-6’ Tall and Wide - 
#2 $44.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Pseudocydonia sinensis   Chinese Quince - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - China
An outstanding and underutilized member of the rose family that develops into a wonderful small tree or large shrub.   The medium textured plants showcase 
impressive muscular bark that exfoliates to reveal a mosaic of green, amber and mahogany.   The rounded leaves are deep green and capable of transforming to 
brilliant scarlet and orange tones in autumn.   Delicate, five-petaled pastel pink blossoms measure an inch or two in diameter and grace the branches in April 
and May.   By autumn large 5-7”, tennis ball yellow fruit dangle from the branches creating a seldom seen spectacle as onlookers stare in surprise.   The fruit are 
well perfumed and can be utilized for jams and preserves.   Optimum performance occurs in acid, well-drained soils in sun or part shade. - 20-25’ Tall

  (Yinger Variegated) - An exceptionally uncommon clone of Chinese quince that we obtained from plantsman Barry Yinger many years 
ago through his sorely missed Asiatica Nursery. We’ve been growing this under the pet name (Yinger Variegated) for many years as the plant was obtained 
without a name as is common place for many of the plants that make their way over from Japan and China.  Regardless of the ID the plants are nothing short of 
awesome boasting crisp gold edged foliage that entertains for much of the growing season.  Pale pink flowers add allure during spring coupled with muscular 
trunks that exfoliate in a camouflage-like pattern of gray, hazel and olive. - 15-20’ Tall (Guess) - Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Pterostyrax hispida   Fragrant Epaulette Tree - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - China, Japan
A unique, low maintenance deciduous tree deserving of wider landscape consideration.  Valued for its numerous, 5-10”, drooping, creamy-white flower 
panicles that appear in May and June.  Our landscape specimen always receives favorable comments when in bloom.  Makes a wonderful, pest-free, small shade 
tree. - 20-30’ Tall - #2 $44.99 • #3 $69.99 • #7 $149.99 (July)  

  Quercus bicolor   Swamp White Oak - Zone 3 - Full Sun - Eastern North America
A fine native oak that gains its common name from the haunts it inhabits along the fringe’s riparian habitats and lowlands.  The medium sized trees form a 
rounded framework of stately branching dressed in deep green leaves enhanced with a touch of gloss.  The durable plants make a happy home to a tremendous 
diversity of native wildlife species making them outstanding options for supporting regional fauna.  In the garden plants are at home in sunny positions and 
are surprisingly drought tolerant.  Siting with ample room to develop is important and soils a bit on the acidic side are preferred. - 50-60’ Tall and Wide - 
#3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 (July)  
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Quercus dentata   Japanese Emperor Oak - Zone 5 - Full Sun - Japan
A large deciduous species reaching 75’ in height in the wilds of Japan.   Plants have open branching comprised of stout stems and trunks covered with thick 
ridged bark.   The leaves are quite dramatic and among the largest of the genus.   Each is up to a foot long with wavy margins and shallow lobes at the terminus.   
As a member of the white oak group the large acorns are non-bitter and valued by wildlife.   Plants are difficult to find yet add a dignified and bold presence to 
the garden. - 60-80’ Tall
  ‘Pinnatifida’ - One of those must have plants that people drool over when they see it.   Each bold, tropical looking leaf of this beauty is deeply dissected 
into unique, shapely lobes that add a soft yet outrageous texture.   Hard to describe but we wouldn’t garden without it and neither should you! - 30-40’ Tall - 
#2 $59.99 (July) • #3 $99.99 (July) • #5 $149.99 (July)  

Quercus palustris   Pin Oak - Zone 4 - Full Sun - Northeastern North America
Pin oak is a handsome mid-sized tree that is among the most widely planted ornamental oaks in the eastern parts of North America. Young plants commonly 
and distinctly orient their upper branches vertically, middle branches horizontally and lower branches downward though this quality becomes less dramatic 
with maturity.  The bark is grayish-brown and smooth in youth but will become ridged and furrowed with age.  Clean green, highly lobed foliage is attractive 
through the growing season and often develops rich russet-bronze and red tones in fall. - 50-60’ Tall
  ‘Pringreen’ - A tightly branched columnar version of the durable pin oak! Plants parade glossy green, sharply lobed leaves that turn bronze-red in fall. 
Perfect for vertical accent or a unique formal hedge. - 40’ Tall, 10’ Wide - #2 $49.99 (July) • #3 $79.99 (July)  

Quercus robur   English Oak - Zone 5 - Full Sun - Europe
A sizeable European oak maxing out at around 60-80’ tall with a broad oval canopy.   The irregular branches are cloaked with green, white oak-like leaves 
characterized by their rounded lobes and varying glaucesence.   Acorns mature in autumn and are prized by wildlife for their non-bitter, tannin-free flavor.   
Plants are cultivated in full sun in moist, fertile soils.   They are more adaptable to varied pH than many other oak species.   The best landscape use is in open 
exposures with ample room where they are free to reach their full, noble potential. - 60-80’ Tall
  ‘Filicifolia’ - An exotic and interesting form of English oak offering leaves that are deeply dissected with fern-like narrow lobing.   Plants are valued for the 
textural intrigue they elicit in good gardens.   Not quite as fast growing as the species yet capable of developing size. - 15-20’ Tall - 
#2 $49.99 (July) • #3 $79.99 (July) • #5 $129.99 (July)  
  ‘Variegata’ - The variegated English oak develops into a medium-sized tree with an elegant spreading branch structure.   During the growing season stems 
are cloaked with handsome blue cast foliage that is prominently edged with irregular clean white margins.   Easy to grow, plants are at their best in medium 
to large gardens where ample space is available for natural development.   Mature plants are a prize for the eyes with a stature and presence attained by few 
peers. - 30-40’ Tall - #2 $49.99 • #3 $79.99 (July) • #5 $129.99 (July)  

Quercus rubra   Northern Red Oak - Zone 3 - Full Sun - Eastern and Central North America
A stately member of our New England native flora reaching 60-70’ high and wide in old age.   The strong growing, rounded specimens sport deep green, glossy 
leaves that turn russet-scarlet tones in October.   One of the easier oaks to transplant and cultivate showing best performance in well-drained, acidic soils with 
ample exposure to sun. - 60-70’ Tall and Wide
  ‘Golden Dragon’ - A fine addition to the limited diversity of cultivars of northern red oak.   ‘Golden Dragon’ welcomes spring with a luminescent flush of 
clear yellow foliage that remains colorful and vivid through much of the gardening season.   Ultimate size is still unclear though plants seem to be a bit slower 
growing than standard seedlings. - 25-30’ Tall (Guess) - #2 $59.99 • #3 $99.99 (July) • #5 $149.99 (July)  
  ‘Greg’s Variegated’ - An Impressionist version of a beautiful native oak, featuring leaves liberally splattered with white speckles, though the speckles 
are often more concentrated on the edges. Fall colors range from yellow to orange to pink to red for an incredible kaleidoscopic display. - 30-40’ Tall (Guess) - 
Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Sassafras albidum   Sassafras - Zone 4 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Eastern North America
A fine, native, deciduous tree growing 30-40’ tall in the wild. The long lived plants have a sculpted, horizontal branching form and frequently develop into 
colonies as they spread freely by underground root suckers. Specimens are dressed up with remarkable foliage that is present in several distinct forms. Some 
leaves will be oval, others will have a single lobe that resembles a mitten and the rest will have three lobes. Regardless of the shape, all have a fresh green color 
during the growing season and complement the green twigs and orange-brown bark. As cool weather sets in, plants create a grand spectacle as they transition 
to dazzling shades of yellow, orange and red. As an added bonus all portions of the plants are aromatic and were once used extensively as a fragrance in 
perfumes, soaps and for seasoning foods and candy. In 1960 the FDA found the extracts to be harmful if consumed and has since passed laws to prohibit the 
sale of sassafras oil and tea. - 30-40’ Tall - #2 $44.99 • #3 $69.99 (July) • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Stewartia pseudocamellia   Japanese Stewartia - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Japan
One of the finest and most desirable small specimen trees available.  Offers numerous, white, camellia-like blossoms backed by dark green foliage in summer.  
Fall brings on a startling display of fiery orange to reddish-purple leaf coloration.  In winter, the plant stands alone with smooth exfoliating bark that forms an 
elegant patchwork of gray, orange and brown against the winter landscape.  A well-grown Japanese stewartia truly has few rivals and should find a home in 
every garden.  Upright growth habit. - 30’ Tall - #2 $44.99 • #5 $109.99 (July) • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Ballet’ - A vigorous selection from the Polly Hill Arboretum offering larger flowers and brilliant bark.   Always in high demand and rarely available.   From our 
vantage this is the benchmark to measure new selections from. - 30’ Tall - #3 $79.99 • #5 $129.99 • #7 $179.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Silver Seedling’ - An exciting fresh take on a species that is hard to improve upon.   ‘Silver Seedling’ unlocks a new dimension with pewter-gray foliage 
throughout spring and summer.   The familiar camellia-like blossoms and prized exfoliating bark of the straight species complete the package.   Our plants are 
still quite young so ultimate size is somewhat unclear.   That said, annual growth seems akin to the standard species so we’re expecting these to get sizeable in 
time. - 30’ Tall - #3 $79.99 • #7 $179.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Stewartia rostrata   Beaked Stewartia - Zone 6 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Eastern China
Beaked stewartia is a little known Chinese species that frequently develops into a large stature, upright shrub or small tree. In spring, the emerging flower 
buds are surrounded by showy, reddish-maroon floral bracts. The handsome flowers appear slightly earlier than other species of stewartia and often measure 
up to 2.5” in diameter. In our climate, plants perform best in a protected location in partial shade. - 20-30’ Tall
  ‘Pink Satin’ - An exciting offering from Broken Arrow Nursery showcasing pale, shell pink flowers backed by a ring of burgundy-purple bracts.   
Flowering commences in mid May continuing for a 2-3 week period.   Each blossom is approximately 1.5” in diameter with pigment coloration that radiates 
throughout each petal.   The large, immature fruits add ornamental appeal with a rich, pinkish-red blush that stands apart from the glossy green foliage.   
New growth emerges in spring with a burgundy overtone and develops attractive scarlet tones in autumn.   Plants are well formed developing a distinctive 
pyramidal canopy when young and averaging 6-12” of growth annually.   Our original specimen measures 13’ tall x 6’ wide at 13 years of age. - 20-30’ Tall - 
#3 $79.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Stewartia x ‘Sunset Spire’   Sunset Spire Hybrid Stewartia - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Garden Hybrid
A 2021 Broken Arrow Nursery introduction that has been under evaluation for more than 20 years.  The original plant is thought to have originated as 
a chance hybrid between the beaked stewartia (Stewartia rostrata) and the Japanese stewartia (S. pseudocamellia).  In trials, plants have demonstrated 
impressive vigor gaining 12-18” annually with ascending branching and a notably upright framework.  The twigs are muscular and grayish brown in color with 
mature stems developing some camouflage exfoliations of cream, salmon and brown when greater than 3” in diameter.  Dark green leaves during the growing 
season provide a nice foil for the 1.5” creamy-white blossoms set off with an interior cluster of yellow stamens.  Bloom time typically begins in late May to 
early June each year.  In autumn, burgundy tones mixed with deep red create an attractive accent.  The original plant has achieved a height of 18’ tall and 8’ 
wide over the first 20 years of growth. - 30’ Tall, 10’ Wide (Guess) - #2 $49.99 (July) • #3 79.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
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Styphnolobium japonica   Japanese Scholar Tree - Zone 5 - Full Sun - China, Korea
A large, infrequently encountered shade tree developing into a massive specimen in time.    Plants offer handsome, pinnately compound, blue-green foliage and 
masses of creamy-yellow, pea-like flowers in summer.   Plants are adaptable, performing admirably in all but moisture laden soils. - 30’ Tall
  ‘Gold Standard’ - A new scholar tree that appears to be extremely rare in cultivation.  The little information we’ve been able to locate traces its origin 
to Japan.  Plants boast unique golden yellow twigs that stand in stark contrast to the hunter green stems common of the straight species.  Refined, pale green 
foliage emerges in spring with rich butter yellow tones and remains attractive throughout the growing season.  Although we’ve yet to witness the flowers, we 
imagine that plants are capable of the dynamic floral display set forth by typical specimens.  Ultimate size is still largely unknown yet we anticipate they’ll 
develop tree-like proportions.  Wish we had more details but we’re still learning with this one. - 30’ Tall - #2 $49.99 (July)  

Styrax americanus   American Snowbell - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Southeastern and Central North America
A large, rounded shrub native to rich lowlands in the southeastern United States.   Develops a spectacular display of white, bell-shaped nodding flowers that 
hang from the branches in May and June.   The pest free foliage is bright green and remains attractive throughout the growing season.   Makes an attractive, low 
maintenance shrub for any garden.   Our plants are cutting propagated from plants that have performed reliably in northern New York. - 12-15’ Tall and Wide - 
#2 $49.99 (July)  

  ‘Baby Blue’ - An uncommon selection of American snowbell that offers up a change of pace with blue cast foliage in spring and summer.  The 
blue is likely from a coating of fine hairs on the foliage suggesting that it is most accurately aligned with variety pulverulenta, a rare variant of this North 
American native.  As with the straight species wispy white flowers add much appeal in late spring. - 12-15’ Tall and Wide - #7 $179.99  

  Styrax confusus   Chinese Snowbell - Zone 6 - Full Sun-Part Shade - China
An unjustifiably rare snowbell that we wish would gain some traction in horticulture circles.  The small trees offer clean, rich green foliage throughout the spring 
and summer months furnished with starry white flowers in late spring into early summer.  The grayish, muscular bark is flexed with an ornate quality that is both 
understated and artistic.  Our 20’ specimen has been happy for years in bright overstory shade in average garden soils. - 20-30’ Tall - #2 $49.99 (July)  

Styrax japonicus   Japanese Snowbell - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - China, Japan, Korea, Philippines, Taiwan
The Japanese snowbell is the most frequently planted species of this remarkable genus.  Plants form delightful, horizontally branched small trees.  Slightly 
fragrant, 1” bell-shaped flowers dangle from the branches in late May and early June.  The sight is to be cherished and especially nice when viewed from 
beneath.  Makes a great plant for use along patios or other places where the horizontal branch structure can be used to break up strong vertical lines. - 20-30’ 
Tall
   ‘Carillon’ - A graceful, weeping selection of Japanese snowbell that will develop into a small stature, fountain-like tree over time.   Develops a striking 
display of white flowers along the pendulous branches in May and June.   Without a doubt one of the best weeping plants available and a form to be coveted by 
the plant savvy.   Staking may be required to develop a central leader. - Irregular - #2 $49.99 (July)  
  ‘Evening Light’ - PP 24168 - An exciting new selection of Japanese snowbell with luxuriant, glossy, purple cast leaves and abundant, starry white, 
bell-shaped flowers. Though new to cultivation our initial impression suggests that plants will be good growers with an upright form. Additional trial and 
evaluation is required to better understand ultimate size and foliage quality. Why not give it a try with us? - 20-30’ Tall - 
#3 $79.99 • #7 $179.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Fragrant Fountain’ - PP 19664 - A new weeping form of Styrax japonicus that tends to develop an upright central leader with limited staking.   All 
secondary branches weep strongly.   Plants show excellent vigor and develop the same magical star-shaped, fragrant white flowers as the species. - Irregular - 
#7 $179.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘JL Weeping’ - PP 23755 - A choice styrax that recently arrived in the United States from Japan. Plants are admired for their elegant, weeping branch 
structure and loosely mounded form. In late spring, delicate, 1”, pale-pink blossoms elicit much admiration. Plants form low spreading specimens if left to their 
own or can be trained to gain height. One of the best of all flowering trees. - Irregular - Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Midnight Prince’ - A 2018 Broken Arrow Nursery introduction!  The original plant was selected from a group of open pollinated ‘Pink Chimes’ 
seedlings and has proven to be a standout after more than 12 years of trial and evaluation.   Plants are strong growing, developing a straight central leader, 
adding 1-2’ of annual growth with minimal pruning or training.   In youth, plants assume an upright to pyramidal habit and become more spreading with age.   
Ultimate size is still unknown though a 10 year old plant reached approximately 13’ tall and 10’ wide in our trial gardens.   Ornamentally plants offer a unique 
take when compared to the currrent cultivar diversity.   Foliage emerges deep green in spring and accumulates some burgundy hues as the season develops.   
The color remains attractive through the growing season.   In late May and early June plants are cloaked with an impressive display of 1” white blossoms each 
supported with a rich burgundy-purple calyx.   The presence of the colored calyx impacts the display immensely, suggesting that the flowers are pink and the 
foliage is more deeply colored than reality.   Those that have witnessed this selection in fully glory have been thoroughly impressed and we’re delighted to 
make a select crop available this season! - 20-30’ Tall - #3 $79.99 • #7 $179.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

  ‘Momo shidare’ - Another clone of pink weeping Japanese snowbell that has been making the rounds for a few years now.  For all practical 
purposes plants seem to be quite comparable to ‘J.L Weeping’ with a graceful, umbrella-like canopy adorned with soft pink blossoms in late spring. - Irregular - 
#3 $79.99 • #7 $179.99 (July)  
  ‘Pink Trinket’ - An exciting shrubby form of this classic Japanese flowering specimen. Plants are notably different than the straight species developing 
into dense, rounded shrubs rather than 20’ trees. As if this wasn’t enough, the drooping, bell shaped flowers are pastel pink rather than the standard white 
associated with most forms. Has the potential to become quite popular and we’re delighted to have these available. Ultimate size is still unclear though average 
growth appears to be 4-6” annually with 10 year old specimens reaching perhaps 4’ in height. - 8-10’ Tall and Wide (Guess) - 
#3 $79.99 • #7 $179.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Styrax obassia   Fragrant Snowbell - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - China, Japan, Korea
A favorite small specimen tree native to Japan, Korea and China. In May and June, plants are cloaked with 6-8” racemes of fragrant, white flowers backed 
by large, rounded leaves. As an added bonus, plants are reported to be slightly more cold hardy and heat tolerant than S.  japonicus. The more we become 
acquainted with this fine species the more we enjoy it and question why it remains in obscurity. - 20-30’ Tall - 
#5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Syringa pinnatifolia   Pinnate Leaf Lilac - Zone 5 - Full Sun - China
An ornamentally distinctive lilac that is both elusive in its native Chinese haunts and unjustly rare in cultivation.  S.  pinnatifolia boasts wonderfully textured 
fresh green compound leaves that more closely resemble a dwarf ash species than a lilac.  Charming clear white flowers accent the greenery in May providing 
a picturesque scene when at peak display.  Plants are upright growers showing considerable resistance to powdery mildew.  Overall an excellent plant sure to 
provide interest throughout the seasons in a sun-drenched exposure. - 12’ Tall, 6’ Wide - #3 $69.99 • #7 $149.99 (July)  

Syringa pubescens ssp. julianea   Julian Lilac - Zone 3 - Full Sun - West China
An uncommon lilac forming a spreading shrubby framework of thin twigs graced with 1-2” oval, rich green leaves distinguished with short downy gray hairs 
beneath.  Terminal panicles of sweet-smelling violet flowers are present in spring.  Plants are pest resistant, maintaining freedom from the foliar issues that 
plague other members of the genus.  The type specimen was collected by E.H. Wilson in the early 1900’s from western China. - 6-8’ Tall and Wide
  ‘Hers’ - What a great idea, a weeping lilac!  This uncommon plant is sure to turn heads with its irregular weeping framework of arching stems that cover 
themselves with masses of pale purple, pleasantly fragrant blossoms in May.   Small, oval leaves add a refined texture to the plants throughout the growing 
season.   Easy to cultivate and excellent for use in a manner atypical of most members of the genus. - Irregular - 
#7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
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Syringa reticulata   Japanese Tree Lilac - Zone 3 - Full Sun - Japan
An appealing small specimen tree suitable for use in a wide range of sites.  Over time plants develop into versatile specimens some 15-20’ in height.  In May 
and June the oval-rounded canopy is covered with masses of frothy, creamy-yellow, fragrant flower panicles.  Attractive, cherry-like, brown bark provides 
added seasonal interest. - 20-30’ Tall
  ‘Golden Eclipse’ - A new Japanese tree lilac with showy, yellow-edged foliage throughout the growing season.  Makes an exciting combination with the 
large panicles of creamy-white flowers that appear in early summer. - 20-30’ Tall - #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Tilia cordata   Littleleaf Linden - Zone 3 - Full Sun - Europe
A deciduous medium-sized tree native to regions in Europe.   Plants have long been in cultivation and are most valued for their formal pyramidal to conical 
habit and adaptability to difficult growing conditions.   The heart-shaped leaves are deep green, free from disease and transition to shades of yellow and gold 
in autumn.   Specimens are pollution tolerant, pH adaptable and easily cultivated in sunny locations in well-drained soils. - 40-50’ Tall
  ‘Akira Gold’ - A fantastic gold-leaf selection of litteleaf linden offering beautiful chartreuse foliage throughout the spring and summer months.   Plants 
are good growers but require full sun to develop the best leaf coloration.  Introduced by Akira Shibamachi, one of Japan’s leading plantsmen. - 20-30’ Tall - 
#2 $49.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Girards Pendula Nana’ - You guessed it, another rare plant offering! This choice linden selection offers dwarf leaves about a third the size of 
the straight species along congested gold brushed stems.  Plants develop a bonsai-esque framework with similar qualities to the slightly more well known 
selection ‘Lico’.  An excellent and unexpected plant for the rock garden or tiny garden space. - 5-6’ Tall and Wide - #2 $44.99 • #3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 (July)  

  ‘Winter Orange’ - Wow, hold on to your lindens!  This impressive plant sports glowing orange-ruby winter stems that stand out strikingly 
against the abundant somber tones of the dormant landscape.  The well-built plants are strong growing with an ascending-formal framework in youth 
becoming more rounded with age.  As with the straight species plants have excellent durability and attractive white flowers in early summer.  Clean green 
foliage completes the package. - 30-40’ Tall - #2 $44.99 • #3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Tilia henryana   Henry’s Lime - Zone 5 - Full Sun - China
A decidedly rare linden deserving of much greater consideration in gardens.  This is perhaps one of the better species available showing off bold textured heart 
shaped leaves margined with bristly-serrations.  At emergence the leaves are silver, becoming handsome green tones when fully expanded.  As summer sets in, 
clusters of fragrant cream-white blossoms add visual value to the landscape as well as pollinator value for an abundance of winged friends.  The slow growing 
trees demonstrate the urban adaptability of its cousins while delivering an unexpected grace and substance. Plants are native to China and carry the namesake 
of the Irish plantsman Augustine Henry. - 40-50’ Tall - #3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 (July)  

Ulmus glabra   Scotch Elm - Zone 4 - Full Sun - Northern and Central Europe, Western Asia
A massive, upright arching tree frequently reaching 80-100’ tall.   Branches are cloaked with glossy, dark green leaves that have a classic elm shape.   The 
species is rarely cultivated, however, several impressive cultivars are worthy garden additions. - 80-100’ Tall and Wide
  ‘Camperdownii’ - The classic Camperdown elm discovered in the early 19th century as a curious seedling found sprawling along the ground in Dundee, 
Scotland.  Under cultivation plants develop a unique sculpted form of horizontal branches and weeping branch tips.  Quickly makes a fantastic specimen that is 
sure to grab attention.  Hard to ignore these choice plants! - 20’ Tall and Wide - #3 $69.99 • #7 $149.99 (July) • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Ulmus parvifolia   Lacebark Elm - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - China, Japan, Korea, Taiwan
A durable species of elm used frequently in the landscape industry.   The lustrous dark green leaves turn pleasant shades of yellow and reddish-purple in fall 
and provide an excellent complement to the gray, green, orange and brown mottled bark.   Plants are vigorous, adaptable and easy to cultivate. - 30-40’ Tall
  ‘Golden Ray’ - An undemanding tree offering graceful, butter-yellow foliage that remains colorful and free from scorch deep into the growing season.   
Plants possess the typical grace, vigor and adaptability of the species. - 30-40’ Tall - #2 $44.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 (July)  

Ulmus x hollandica   Hybrid Elm - Zone 5 - Full Sun - Garden Hybrid
A natural hybrid that occurs commonly in Europe between Ulmus glabra and U. minor in regions where the species native ranges overlap.  The deciduous 
plants reach sizeable proportions and are fast growing.  Nondescript, serrate leaves are green during the growing season and develop yellow fall tones.  Best 
growth occurs in sunny locations with soils rich in nutrients and of a sandy-loam texture.  Numerous cultivars of this hybrid have been introduced through the 
years. - 60-80’ Tall
  ‘Wredei’ - A unique, disease resistant elm that has sparked a lot of interest at the nursery.  Plants showcase a wild display of golden-yellow, crinkled leaves 
held in crowded clusters along the branches.  Over time plants develop into unique, upright specimens.  A must see when you visit! - 25’ Tall, 8’ Wide - 
#3 $69.99 (July) • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

X Chitalpa tashkentensis   Chitalpa - Zone 6 - Full Sun - Garden Hybrid
An uncommon hybrid between Catalpa bignonioides and Chilopsis linearis initially cultivated in the former USSR in the mid 1960s. The fast growing small 
trees are shrubby and open in habit reaching 15-30’ tall when mature. Narrow, elongated 6” leaves are texturally pleasing and medium green in color. Plants 
are long blooming, developing flowers on new growth that are produced in succession for much of summer. Each flower is frilly and pinkish-lavender in color 
showing some resemblance to both parents. Full sun and reasonable air circulation appear to be important for best success. - 20-30’ Tall and Wide
  ‘Pink Dawn’ - A sterile pastel pink and pale yellow flowering form of this unusual hybrid.   Each orchid-like bloom is held in large clusters with as many 
as 30 individual flowers. - 20-25’ Tall and Wide - #2 $39.99 • #3 $59.99 • #7 $129.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

X Gordlinia grandiflora   Gordlinia - Zone 6b - Full Sun-Part Shade - Garden Hybrid
An unlikely hybrid of amazing beauty developed by leading plant breeder Dr. Tom Ranney that combines the parentage of Franklinia alatamaha and Gordonia 
lasianthos. The result is a vigorous shrubby-tree with traits that are intermediate between the parents. Foliage is glossy rich green during the growing season 
and transitions to plum and purple tones through much of the winter. Abundant, 3” white blossoms with prominent yellow stamens decorate the branches 
during late summer and into autumn. Best growth is likely to occur in a sheltered location with reasonably rich and free draining, evenly moist soils. Plants are 
truly beautiful and we are actively evaluating them for general garden performance in our region. That said, we feel that this is certainly a must for the avid 
gardener and serious horticultural collector and are pleased to have some available for you to try. - 15-20’ Tall
  ‘Sweet Tea’ - As if this obscure hybrid wasn’t sufficiently rare, ‘Sweet Tea’ tosses a twist into the mix. This NC State selection incorporates an extra pair of 
chromosomes resulting in massive 5” oversized blossoms. The namesake of this 20’ shrubby tree originates from the delicate sweet fragrance the flower emits 
and its southern heritage. - 15-20’ Tall - #2 $49.99 • #3 $79.99 (July) • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  

Zelkova serrata   Japanese Zelkova - Zone 5 - Full Sun-Part Shade - Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Manchuria
A popular shade tree valued for its adaptability and vase-shaped habit that is reminiscent of the American elm, Ulmus americana.   Dark green foliage and 
attractive gray and brown exfoliating bark provide added appeal.   Plants are resistant to Dutch elm disease as well as the elm leaf beetle. - 50-80’ Tall
  ‘Bright Park’ - A shocking zelkova with jaw dropping, golden-orange foliage and orange-brown winter stems.  The few plants we’ve evaluated to date 
have been brilliant all season. - 30’ Tall - #2 $49.99 (July) • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  
  ‘Goblin’ - A slow growing, bushy zelkova that adds 4-6” of growth annually. Plants are rarely offered for sale in the United States but certainly one of 
the coolest dwarf plants for that tight garden space! - 6-8’ Tall, 5’ Wide - #2 $49.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens 
Individually Priced  
  ‘Goshiki’ - An exciting cultivar of this handsome, vase-shaped tree.   Offers leaves that are boldly splashed and streaked with white.   Plants are somewhat 
slower growing than the species and grow best in partial shade. - 30’ Tall - 
#2 $49.99 (July) • #3 $69.99 • #5 $109.99 • #7 $149.99 • Assorted Specimens Individually Priced  


